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University honors actor
McDowall 'earns' degree for lifetime achievements
Jay Young
"The BC News
Members of the University
community filled the Gish Film
Theater Monday to watch University President Sidney
Ribeau present Roddy
McDowall with a degree.
Ralph Wolfe, curator of the
Gish Film Theater, said
McDowall was presented with
a doctor of performing arts degree in recognition of his long
career in the arts.
He said the degree is also in
gratitude for his work as cochairman of the national advisory committee of the Dorthy and Lillian Gish Film
Theater.
McDowall said the place the
honorary degree came from is
just as important as the degree
itself.
"I'm very deeply moved ~ I've never been so deeply
moved," McDowall said. "I
trust that you can understand
how much I deeply appreciate
such an honor from a place that
houses the soul of film."

Report marks
growth in Ohio
gender studies
Andrea Wood
The BC News

Kelly Rlgo/Thc BG Ncwi

Tony award winning actor Roddy McDowall talks with Sidney Ribeau Monday afternoon In the Gish
Film Theatre. He was presented with an honorary doctor of performing arts degree.
McDowall became a star
with the classic American film,
"How Green Was My Valley."
In the 1941 drama, a young

McDowall starred opposite
such film legends as Walter
Pidgeon, Maureen O'Hara and
Barry Fitzgerald.

McDowall has appeared in
132 featured films including
See HONOR, page four.

The women's studies programs
in the state of Ohio and at the
University have grown and
expanded since the 70s, but according to a recent report, the directors of these
programs still
face obstacles.
Victoria L.
Guthrie, a doctoral student in
Higher Education Administration, compiled a report
on the status of
women in the
state of Ohio from the perspective of women's studies program
directors and assistants. Guthrie
asked the educators to discuss
the major issues impacting Ohio
women in 1995.
Guthrie surveyed the 30 existing programs in Ohio at the
request of Suzanne Crawford,

dean of Continuing Education at
the University and member of
the governor-appointed Commission on the Status of Women.
In her report, Guthrie outlines
key issues being addressed by
the majority of college and university women and gender study
programs. These include gender
and economy, children's issues,
reproductive rights and freedoms, continuing discriminatory
treatment, violence, education,
civil rights of gays and the
changing American family.
"Some of the programs were
really well developed and on the
forefront of gender or women's
issues," Guthrie said.
During her research, Guthrie
said she could see the passion
and excitement the directors
showed toward their programs.
She added that she also saw
some programs struggling to
receive recognition as a vital
academic presence at their institutions.
See REPORT, page three.

Tremors wrack Senate leader impels group
Mexican coast
Chairwoman challenges faculty
organization toward higher goals
Heather Cvengros
The BG News

Joseph B. Frazler
The Associated Press

MANZANILLO, Mexico - A
powerful earthquake shook Mexico's Pacific coast Monday, toppling a seven-story hotel in a
southern resort, cracking homes
and bridges and killing at least 59
people, authorities said.
At least 90 people were reported injured. The 7.6-magnitude
quake - felt as far north as Dallas and Oklahoma City, according
to seismologists - was the second
powerful tremor to hit Mexico in
a month.
Forty-four people were killed
in coastal communities in the
Pacific state of Jalisco, state
spokesman Jorge Alberto Salinas
said by telephone Monday afternoon.
Thirty of them were killed in
Cihuatlan, 11 in Melaque and
three in La Huerta, he said. Fifteen others were reported killed
in the neighboring state of Colima.

"The rescue is going
to be difficult. Sounds
have been heard. We
think there are more
people in the rubble."
Navy Adm. Manuel
Barron

It struck at 9:37 a.m. and was
centered three miles off the
Pacific Coast between Colima
and Jalisco states. The tremor
lasted about two minutes and was
followed by two small aftershocks.
Rescuers with bulldozers and
cranes pulled 12 bodies and 10 injured people from the Costa Real
hotel In the port and resort area

of Manzanillo, the official news
agency Notimex quoted civil
protection officials as saying.
Authorities feared the toll would
rise.
"The rescue is going to be
difficult," Navy Adm. Manuel
Barron told the Mexican TV network Televisa. "Sounds have
been heard We think there are
more people in the rubble."
At least 30 guests were registered at the hotel and 27 employees were working, Notimex
said. It was not clear how many
were in the building when the
quake hit
Reached by telephone, Manzanillo textile shop owner Livas
de la Garza said the injured were
being treated in makeshift outdoor clinics. He said he saw extensive damage.
"You can see houses destroyed
The injured are everywhere," he
said.
The trembler cut telephone
service and electricity to many
areas, including the resort itself.
Authorities canceled flights to
Manzanillo, citing reports of
damage to the runway.
A state of emergency was declared in the state of Jalisco,
where homes and buildings
crumbled. President Ernesto Zedillo sent five cabinet members
to assess the damage and coordinate an emergency plan by the
military.
Jalisco state spokeswoman
Claud io Villa]obos said six people
were dead and at least 80 injured
in the two small towns of Tenamaxtlan and Ameca, northwest
of Manzanillo. Both towns were
isolated by rockslldes and collapsed bridges, and telephone
service and power were reported
out.
Eight people died in the small
Jalisco town of Cihuatlan, about
18 miles northwest of Manzanillo, Colima state spokesman
See QUAKE, page four.

The chairwoman of Faculty
Senate "keeps things moving,"
according to senate member
Veronica Gold.
Fiona MacKlnnon-Slaney, also
an associate
professor of
higher education, has strong
goals for the
senate and
learning environment.
MacKinnion-Slaney
said she is
MacKinnonpleased to lead
Slaney
such a fine senate this year, but
the job requires a tremendous
responsibility to the University
as a whole.

"I have a responsibility to the
faculty and colleagues to make
sure issues are raised and

brought to the floor for discussion," MacKlnnon-Slaney said. "I
have a responsibilty to University President Sidney Ribeau also it is important that he has a
chance to create organizations
and a learning environment for
students he sees as important,"
she said.
MacKinnon-Slaney said she is
pleased with the progress the
senate is making so far.
"We have strong support from
the senate officers and the executive committee," MacKlnnon-Slaney said. "We also have a collaborative relationship with the
administration and Board of
Trustees."
MacKinnon-Slaney said the
senate's main focus this year is to
have a productive approach to arising issues.

"I examine the ways in which
we can help adults be more successful in college and go out into
the world and pursue a career,"
she said.
MacKlnnon-Slaney also said
Veronica Gold, senate member, said MacKinnon-Slaney her graduate students have been
cares very much about the senate wonderful.
"They are talented and bright
and their concerns.
"She is hardworking and puts people," she said. "It's a priviin a lot of extra time on behalf of lege as a faculty member to be
the faculty," Gold said "I antici- able to work with them and see
pate that we will get a lot of work them go out into the world and
make a difference."
done due to her leadership."
MacKinnon-Slaney has conMacKinnon-Slaney said she
tributed much to the University
outside of the senate, such as would like to continue seeing achelping adults adapt to returning tive participation in the senate.
to college
"The role of the faculty senate
"I developed a theoretical within the shared governance
model called, 'Adult Persistence structure of the University is to
in Learning,' which outlines sur- make sure that concerns and isvival skills that adult learners sues are raised and discussed,"
need to know when they return to she said "All members have the
the University," she said.
opportunity to have input - when
MacKinnon-Slaney said the we get input with multiple permodel is part of what she teaches spectives, we are able to produce
better solutions."
in her classes.

Clinton urged to address race
Blacks, conservatives ask president to take stand on racial tension
Sonya Ron
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON ~ Blacks and
conservatives are urging President Clinton to take a more visible role in dealing with racial
tension spawned by the OJ.
Simpson murder trial.
They suggested that
Clinton would
have an opportunity to frame
the debate next
week, courtesy
of a Washington march organized by Nation of Islam
leader Louis
Farrakhan as a call to personal
responsibility for black men.
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Farrakhan, In an appearance
Sunday on ABC's "This Week
with David Brinkley," said Clinton should back the Oct. 16
march to communicate to black
Americans that he supports
black self-help. "What intelligent
person would not want to embrace that kind of Idea?" Farrakhan asked.
Clinton, however, would prefer
to address race In the context of
federal budget priorities. White
House chief of staff Leon Panetta
said.
"If we pass a budget that gets
rid of affirmative action, that
cuts Into the very programs that
help to educate children ... that's
the worst thing we can do in
terms of dividing the races in
this country," Panetta said Sunday In an appearance on NBC's
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"Meet the Press."
Clinton has been virtually
silent about America's simmering racial tension, even as debate
grew hotter and louder after the
acquittal of Simpson in the knife
slayings of his ex-wife and one of
her friends.
Last week, the president said
he hoped the nation would not use
the Simpson verdict as a reason
to deepen the racial divide. But
he stopped short of taking a leading role In the national dialogue.
In an appearance on the Brinkley show, Harvard University
professor Cornel West said misconceptions between the races,
along with the hostility and bitterness of the post-Simpson debate, cannot go unchecked by
U.S. leaders.
"We are In very, very deep

trouble," West said. "One of the
ways of trying to come to terms
with this is acknowledging the
fact that there are certain absurd
dimensions to being black in
America, and therefore white fellow citizens ought not to be in
denial."
Conservatives said it is unrealistic for Clinton to avoid acknowledging the race problem,
given the magnitude of the debate and the continuing expansion of poverty among blacks.
"There's the two Americas: one
Is macrodemocrattc and capitalist ... the other in an economy
that is almost a Third World
socialist model. There la a solution the president ought to be
talking about and frankly, he's
not," former Housing Secretary
Jack Kemp said on NBC

—- -
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Loans should be
used cautiously
VV»th a $17.6 million increase in University student
loans from the 1993-94 school year to the 1995-96
school year, The News wonders if the growth is a sign
that many students who use financial aid may be biting
off more than they can chew.
While many students who seek loans may have difficulty obtaining them, perhaps just as many find that
there is much more money available to them through
student loans than they really need But some payment
options can involve up to 30 years of repayment which,
according to one Financial Aid and Student Employment
official, makes taking out a student loan much like mortgaging a college education.
Before taking out loans, students should decide on the
absolute minimum amount of money they can take out in
the form of a student loan while still being able to pay
college costs. Students should then take great pains to
avoid the allure of taking out more money than that set
amount, concentrating instead on working hard to earn
the money while living frugally.
Once a loan has been taken out and a year's tuition has
been covered, very often the incentive to put in overtime, work more than one job and live on macaroni and
cheese is gone, because the thought of paying tuition is
something that is years away.
However, some students fail to consider that the
major they have chosen may not provide sufficient cash
to cover their student loan debts once they graduate.
Jobs such as those in art education and journalism are
not the highest paying positions, and it may be difficult
for a student fresh out of college to make rent and car
payments without help from his or her parents. Student
loan bills make the problem even worse.
It is also important to consider that excessive loans
can greatly restrict a student's future plans. Most loans
require students to begin payment within a few months
after their graduate date. This means that, with loan
payments looming overhead, it is impossible for a student to have the freedom to do something like backpack
around Europe, make a pilgrimmage to Graceland or any
other unconventional activity. So in essence, the cost of
paying off a student loan may be the cost of buying back
the rest of a student's life.
With $45.7 million in loans being taken out by University students this year alone, The News would hope that
students are seriously considering the repercussions of
the money they borrow. It's a debt that they're going to
have to live with for the rest of their lives.
Copyright O 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permisssion of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writers name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph subscriptions.
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When I passed the age of 22
many years ago, I was harrowed
to think that I was older than my
parents were when they got married. Six years have passed; I am
almost as old as they were when
they became parents. I am still
amazed that my parents wed
when they were so young. I cannot imagine making such a serious commitment at that age.
Whenever society re-evaluates
its conventions, it Is compelled to
make a choice between maintaining tradition and making changes
to allow for a transitory world.
The latter choice is often termed
"progress," and it is often met
with hostility by people steeped
in tradition. But almost every aspect of our lives has been affected by progress, including marriage and family life.
Some people believe that human beings are not naturally
monogamous. Others believe that
each of us has one soulmate in
life, and we are bound by tradition to get married and raise
children.
I think that these issues are so
personal and the feelings associated with them are so complex
that society does a great deal of
harm when it announces one
singular ideal. A college-aged
couple cannot date for more than
a couple of months before people
start asking them when they are
going to get married. Does this
pnenomenenon occur because of
genuine interest in the happiness
of the couple? Or is it more likely
due to the overwhelming pervasiveness of marriage as an institution?
Are a man and woman less in
love with one another If they are
not married? This seems to be
the opinion of those who seem to
feel that engagement is the apex
of romantic love. Many friends of

mine have leapt onto the altar
with individuals they haven't
known for very long simply because they are "so much in love."
Others seem to view their relationships as "failures" because
they ended with the individuals
moving on with their separate
lives instead of mutual wedded
bliss.

about the reasons why they have
opted for marriage and I have
begun to question them of late.
Some of the reasons they have
given me are a little bewildering.
Many of them are simply terrified at the thought of having to
explain their bachelorhood to
friends and relatives.

Part of the impetus to
get married young
comes from living in
a society that
equates sexual
gratification with sin,
and sexual
exploration with
shame."

Roark D.
- ittlefield
I have no qualms with people
who make an intelligent and empowering decision to get married. But I seriously question the
large numbers of people who
rush into marriage in order to
avoid reaching the age of 30
without a spouse. Is being single
really so awful? Isn't being alone
better than being tied to a person
that is not 100 percent right for
you?
As I grow older I find that
more and more of my friends are
getting married. I have the best
wishes for their happiness.
However, I have become curious

This is a prime example of
people making big decisions
about their lives for others. Marriage should exist in order to further the happiness of the individuals involved, not to make relatives happy.
One of the most common responses is," Well. Both of us know
that we'll end up getting married
anyway, so why wait?"
Why wait? For crying out loud!
what's the hurry? Why get married at the age of 20 when you've
got 60 more years to live? Why
make so many of the big choices
early in life? Isnt the uncertainty about what's to come part
of the thrill of being young? Besides, how can you know that a
person is right for you before you
know who you are?
When the human race started
to organize itself into civilization,
it developed the idea of marriage; two people joining their

-Hie JoHand Row sbo 10

souls together for the rest of
their lives. But civilization has
changed a great deal in the last
five thousand years.
If you lived 200 years ago and
you wanted to spend the rest of
your life with another person,
you could be expected to live
about another 10 years. But today
most Americans live well into
their 60s and 70s. Imagine how
much a person changes in that
amount of time.
Part of the Impetus to get married young comes from living in a
society that equates sexual gratification with sin, and sexual exploration with shame. A married
life allows one to explore sex
with another human being without having to "live in sin." But Is
this reason enough to get married?
People in their late teens and
early 20s are just starting to
learn the difference between real
love and sex. Unfortunately
many of us have made the decision to wed before gaining very
much knowlege about ourselves.
Life experience should be a prerequisite for getting married.
Without It, what can one possibly
bring to such a relationship?
America looks upon it's high
divorce rate with shame. But how
many of the people getting divorces are those who were too
much In a hurry to get married in
the first place?
My parents got married young,
and they are still growing and
changing together. But sadly,
many married couples experience atrophy the day after they
return from the honeymoon.
Most Americans agree that this
is unfortunate. But perhaps the
key to marital happiness is to
look upon it as the culmination of
a life as opposed to the beginning.
by bWvShxfo'w
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O.J.trial sparks green issue
O.J, O.J., O.J. We wondered if
it would ever end. Now it finally
has ended ... does anyone else
feel that something Is amiss?
Now the verdict is In, the jurors have gone home, the families
are trying to get on with their
lives. Everyone has an opinion on
the "not guilty" verdict, but
there Is nothing that anyone can
do about it
Personally, I thought he was
guilty. But, it was almost guaranteed that he would be found innocent.
Put aside everything about
race, DNA, bloody socks, gloves
and Marcia Clark's new hair
style. I am not here to talk about
what the television media
spewed out over and over again.
Quite seriously, though - does
anyone out there think that a millionaire football hero (regardless
if he is black, white or purple)
could ever be convicted of a
crime as heinous as murder? In
this society, the color of your
■kin does not matter as long as
you have plenty of the color
green.
Had OJ. been a poor black man
from Inner city Detroit, you
could guarantee that he would be
sitting In a federal clink right
now, and he would have been put
there quite some time ago. Why
Is it acceptable for the rich to get
away with everything?
I felt that this trial was, basically, an exercise in buffoonary.
The focus on Mark Fuhrman (the
fact that he was basically put on
trial toward the end), the weakness of witnesses, all topped off
with overly Intrusive media
made this trial less like a murder

trial and more like a pop culture
festival.
Through the whole trial, I took
the attitude that many others
took. "Wake me when it's over," I
said,"I don't want to hear anything until the verdict is in." I

Pen
rown

ing or what kind of evidence was
being brought in.
I thought I would be happy
when the trial was over. It would
be nice, after all, to not have to
change the channel or push the
"mute" button every time the
daily scoop from the Simpson
trial appeared on the evening
news. Instead, I found myself
feeling that justice was not
served.
After hearing the recordings of
the (many) 911 calls that Nicole
made because O.J. was beating
her to a pulp, I thought for certain that the jury would turn in a
guilty conviction. But, no ... the
"Dream Team" of Johnnie Cochran, Robert Shapiro and F. Lee
Bailey (that only someone with
OJ.'s nest egg could afford)
made that all look like It meant
nothing.

What kind of message does this
didn't really do my homework on
it, I just knew the bits and pieces send out to abused women? Does
I occasionally caught on the it say that If you think your lover
will be put behind bars because
evening news.
But, last Tuesday, I sat, trans- he often amuses himself with
fixed to my television set like slamming you around, you are
millions of others around the wrong? Does It say that they
world. I felt a kind of sick, should never feel safe with going
twisted feeling -1 felt stupid for home ever again?
being so obsessed with this final
moment. I had to know. My day
Granted, not every abusive
would not be complete unless I man out there has the money that
found out then and there.
OJ. has, nor does every abused
woman have the documentation
I felt even more imbecile when of their abuse in the way of NiI actually got upset over the ver- cole's photos and written redict After all, I had not been cords. But, a pathetically small
watching the trial. I had been amount of abusive men are ever
forming a weak opinion toward convicted of their crime, and if
the guilty side, but I was not they are, they are often handed a
monitoring how things were go- light sentence.

It's not right that so many
women have to put up with being
beaten, threatened and manipulated simply because some men
think that it is the divine right to
dominate over women. What is
this primal, animalistic Instinct
that some human males cannot
lose? Why do so many abused
women go behind bars for killing
their abusive lovers when they
were often trying to prevent
themselves, and perhaps even
their children, from being killed?
I realize that we do not live in a
Utopian society. Abuse has been
going on for thousands of years,
and will continue for thousands
more if everyone refuses to take
action. All the "Take Back the
Night" rallies, all the clotheslines
of T-shirts made to represent
cases of individual women's
abuse stories, all the media hype
cannot equal anything unless
something is done to get into the
minds of others and stop the
abuse.
And so it goes back to the O J.
case. Nicole Brown Simpson dies,
her abusive former husband goes
free. A safe deposit box of photos
of her beaten body and personally written accounts of abuse was
not admitted to court Tapes of a
police officer who was not even
the individual on trial were.
While it does not directly say that
abuse is okay, it does make a sad
statement on the seriousness
with which the justice system
takes it.
And it looks as though they just
aren't taking it seriously enough
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candidates

on the misdemeanor. He is due in
court for a hearing next month.
"He punched me in the nose
and grabbed me by my hair," Ligier told the Daily News. "He had
me bent over a car. He kept saying, 'Give me the video.' I said,
'No way.' I had footage of Julia
Roberts on the same tape."
Finally, Ligier said, "he let go
and threw the camera's eyepiece
and filter at me."

king

The following are the top
10 candidates for homecoming king in alphabetical order:
■Calvin Bowers

■Curtis Danburg

COlP

■Sean Hussey

■Scott Jacobs
■J.T.Neuffer
■Steve Snyder
■JeffStefancic
■Brian Swab
■Jake Willis
■Joseph Woods

AP Photo

Homecoming queen
candidates

The following are the top
10 candidates for homecoming queen in alphabetical
order:
■Amanda Bohardt
■Cathryn Flanagan
■Jennifer Green
■Bridget Hanson
■Kimberly Hess
■Bethany Hodakievic
■Jennifer Laduke
■Kimberly Mennega
■Corey Minor
■Lisa Ter will iger

"Players" coming

The University continues
its 75th Anniversary season
Oct. 11-14 with drama,
"Players in a Game," by
Dale Wasserman.
Performances will be at 8
p.m. everyday. There will
also be a 2 p.m. showing on
Oct. 14.
Tickets are $2 and are
sold on a first-come, firstserve basis. Free parking is
available in campus parking
lots A and G.

De Niro scraps with
cameraman

NEW YORK - Robert De Niro
faces charges of being a raging
buUy.
Joseph Ligier contends the star
of "Raging Bull" bloodied his
nose outside a downtown club
early Saturday when he refused
to turn over some video he was
shooting of the actor.
De Niro surrendered to police
after the encounter and was fingerprinted, booked and released
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De Niro spokesman Stan Rosenfield said Ligier was part of a
new breed of "video paparazzi"
who provoke celebrities into
scenes, then sell the footage.

Men

SNOW

"I want jurors who can understand that a weapon can accidentally discharge," defense attorney Douglas Tinker told prospective jurors. "This is not a compli-

AP Photo
cated case. The issue before you
is if she did not intentionally do it,
she is not guilty of murder."
Yolanda Saldivar, 35, is
charged with shooting the Tejano
star at a Corpus Christi motel
March 31. The 23-year-old
Grammy-winning singer had
gone there to fire Saldivar; Selena's family suspected the woman of embezzling $30,000.
In a statement to police, Saldivar acknowledged pulling the
trigger of the 38-caliber pistol
aimed at the singer. As the fatally
wounded Selena lay in the motel

programs.
The University's women's
studies program began in 1978
and is among the oldest in the
country. According to Ellen
Berry, director of the program,
women's studies has experienced
growth and there are plans for
further expansion.
"People are coming from every
major wanting to incorporate
women's studies into their graduate program," said Berry.
Berry said the program wants
to focus attention on the graduate
major in women's studies. The
undergraduate major was recently revised. Other develop-

ments include an internship pro- teaching assistant in women's
gram and more attention to studies. "She's brought a commitment to activism and acanational and international ties.
"I hope people will continue to demic rigor."
be attracted to women's studies
"I think the internship probecause it is actually a more important field than people rea- gram is a wonderful opportunity
to get out into the communities,"
lize," Berry said.
Mayhew added.
Instructors and students
Erin Brown, senior women's
within the program said they studies major, said the program
were impressed with the growth deserves more respect as an acaof women's studies since it be- demic presence.
gan.
"If there were actual full-time
"I'd rank us No. 1 almost en- faculty and if it were a departtirely because of Ellen Berry," ment and not a program, it would
said Kelly Mayhew, graduate be just fabulous," Brown said.

Jury selection begins in
Selena murder trial
HOUSTON - Jury selection got
under way Monday in the murder
trial of the Selena fan club president accused of gunning down
the beloved singing star, with the
defense suggesting the weapon
went off accidentally.

lobby, Saldivar kept police at bay public.
in a parking lot with a gun to her
Selena, whose full name was
head for 9 1/2 hours before surSelena Quintanilla Perez, was berendering.
loved by fellow MexicanSecurity was tight as jury
Americans who listened to Teselection began. A SWAT team
jano, a bouncy blend of Spanish
and two bomb-sniffing dogs
mariachi music and polka.
swept the courtroom before the
200 or so prospective jurors arMore than 30,000 fans trekked
rived, and 10 officers patrolled
to Corpus Christi to pay last rethe floor.
spects to the singer who, just before her death, had hoped to
Throngs of Selena fans had
break out from the Spanishbeen expected but never showed, language pop charts with her
apparently taking court officials' first recordings in English. More
advice to stay away during jury
than 2.5 million copies of her
selection, which was closed to the albums have sold since her death.

REPORT
Continued from page one.

One director was quoted as
saying her school's administration views the women's studies
program as "not very academically Inclined." Guthrie said
most of the directors expressed
many of the same frustrations.
"Directors had to make a case
for women's studies at their institution - defending their program against administrators or
negative parents," Guthrie said.
"There seemed to be really important reasons why their institutions had women's studies and
how students benefit from those

SUNSY

Correction
The checker's ad
that ran on Thursday,
October 5th in the
BGNews was
incorrect. The dollar
amounts for all the
drink specials should
not have been
published.

FALCON MEN'S BASKETBALL MIDNIGHT MADNESS - SATURDAY 12 MIDNIGHT!
GREAT FUN, PRIZE GIVEAWAYS, ETC. AT ANDERSON ARENA. SPONSORED BY MCDONALD'S.
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STEP INTO A NEW WORLD...
•■ v-1:

Peace Corps is Here
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Today & Tomorrow
Visit our information table
at the "Career Expo"
today from 1:00-5:00
in the University Union Ballroom.
Come to our
film and information session
this afternoon at 5:00
in the Faculty Lounge
on the 2nd floor
of the University Union.
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On-campus interviews are
being held from
830-5:00 tomorrow.
Call the Placement Office at
372-2356 for an appt.
(a completed application
is required for an interview)

■■
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•

PAIN KILLER.

For more details about Peace Corps, call
(800) 424-8580 (press option 1)

1 ^or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
Xrecommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are taxdeferred annuities designed to help build additional

of allocation choices—from TIAAs traditional

assets —money that can help make the difference

annuity, which guarantees principal and interest

between living and living vtU after your working

(backed by the company's claims-paying ability).

years are over.

to the seven diversified investment accounts of

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your

CREF's variable annuity. What's more, our expenses

salary on a pretax basis. That lowers your current

are very low.* which means more of your money

taxable income, so you start saving on federal and.

goes toward improving your future financial health.

in most cases, state and local income taxes right away.

STEP INTO PEACE CORPS

As the nation's largest retirement system, based
on assets under management, we offer a wide range

To find out more, call 1 800 842-2888. We'I I send

What's more, any earnings on your SRAs are also

you a complete SRA information kit. plus a free

tax deferred until you receive them as income. That

slide calculator that shows you how much SRAs

can make a big difference in how painful your tax

can lower your taxes.

bill is every year.

Call today—it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

Do Not Use Drugs

V
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UT conference
to concentrate
on challenges
Heather Cvengros
The BC News
Ohio will join the ranks of
other states with organized discussion on equity, diversity and
opportunity next month.
Ohio will join the ranks of
other states with organized discussion on equity, diversity and
opportunity next month.
On Nov. 8, the University, the
dry of Toledo, Owens Community College and The University of
Toledo will co-sponsor a one-day
conference titled, "The State of
the State: The Future of Equity,
Opportunity, and Diversity in
Ohio."

" It will give us the
chance to discuss
equity, opportunity,
diversity, changes
occurring and
responding to varied
attacks on
affirmative action."
Marshall Rose
University director of affirmative
action
The conference is an afternoon
event in the Student Union Building at The University of Toledo.
The registration fee is $25 and
includes a luncheon.
Participants at the conference
will discuss how Ohloans are
reacting to or preparing for the
changes and challenges confronting them in such areas as affirmative action, vendor and contractor set-aside programs, college and university admission
criteria and scholarships, organizational employment practices
and regulatory and legislative
initiatives.
Marshall Rose, member of
"State of State" the planning
committee and director of Office
of Affirmative Action and Disability Resources at the University, said the conference is a great
opportunity for the people in
Ohio to get together and learn
from one another.

"Most other states around us
have state organizations to discuss such issues except for
Ohio," Rose said. "It will give us
the chance to discuss equity, opportunity, diversity, changes
occurring and responding to varied attacks on affirmative action."
Jack Taylor, planning committee member and assistant
professor of ethnic studies, said
the conference will stimulate
ideas.
"It's a way to bring people
together and develop strategies
to inquire the continuation of affirmative action as a national policy In Ohio," Taylor said. The debate surrounding affirmative action focuses on the issues of
diversity and Inclusion and how
organizations and institutions are
attempting to meet the challenges these Issues present.
"There's a great deal of interest [In the topic]," Rose said.
"The conference will help evaluate how to address certain issues
and to be prepared to discuss
them."
There are four featured seminars. "The Future of Affirmative Hiring and Employment
Practices," "The Future of Minority Recruitment," "Admissions Policies and Scholarships,"
"The Future of Multicultural
Programing and Diversity Initiatives" and "The Future of Affirmative Action Plans, Goals and
Set-Aside Program."
This "State of the State" conference will provide an opportunity to examine exactly what Is
being done throughout Ohio's
varied institutions - higher education, governmental entitles and
private corporations.
"We will have a clearer picture
of what's going on in Ohio and
how people are responding,"
Rose said.
Rose said he hopes this conference will probe an interest for
setting up a statewide organization in Ohio.
"I would like to meet on an annual basis and keep updated on
these certain issues, Rose said."
Rose said he encourages people to respond quickly.
Limited space is available.
Rose said. The last day to respond is Oct. 20.

Have A Safe Halloween

Grateful Dead Night
Tonight
And
Every Tuesday Night

The Best Of Bootlegs
Imported Beer Specials
Happy Hours
3pm - 9pm
7 days a week

Pass The Ammunition

TW BC NewaAlM Boyk

Civil War reenactmenU hit the Towpath In Grand Rapids, Ohio,
Sunday for the town's annual Applebutter Fest The Fest, held

every year, features arts, crafts and historical demonstrations.
The cannon shown here was recently recast for better firing.

Mayor pursues second term
Hoffman's platform cites redistricting as important
Amy Johnson
The BC News
Mayor Wes Hoffman said he
believes he Is ready to take on
the job of another term serving
the Bowling Green community.
Hoffman Is running for his
second term as
mayor of the
city. He is running against
Democratic
candidate Jack
Hartman.
Issues concerning the
University are
Hoffman
important to
Hoffman 's
platform, he said. Hoffman be-

lieves the whole population of the
city should be subject to the
same laws.
"I don't separate students from
the general population," Hoffman said. "Students are citizens
and they contribute a lot to better
the community."
Hoffman said that to deal with
the lack of an ombudsman on the
Univerlsty campus, the city
government has hired an associate city administrator to respond
to the University's needs.
"I also take it upon myself and
will continue to do so to relate
communication to the University," Hoffman said.
"I am a graduate of the University and I dont see any distinction between the town and
the campus," he said.

Police cruiser
hits church car
Jos Boyle
The BC News
A Bowling Green City Police Cruiser hit a Chevrolet Saturday
evening.
The Chevy, owned by the Corporation Presbyterian Bishop
Church of Westlake, Ohio, was driven by Aaron Manston of
Sandy, Utah.
According to the accident report, Manston's vehicle was making a left turn onto South College Street when the cruiser, driven
by Patrolman Rick Beaverson. hit the rear end of the Chevrolet,
then spun around and hit a telephone pole.
Neither Beaverson nor Manston were injured in the collision.
The front and rear of the Manston vehicle were heavily damaged and the front of the cruiser sustained damaged.

Hoffman said the redistricting
issue Is a tough issue but also an
important one.
"If the [city] council agreed to
rcdifti ict the city, I would support it," Hoffman said.
Hoffman said that at the time
the issue became public, only
five or six students confronted
City Council.
"At the time. City Council
couldn't find a desire to redistrict because there was not
enough ground swell to redistrict," he said. "The cost of redistricting, like adding new precincts, was a lot.
"The major weakness in the
districting is the representation
by the campus," Hoffman said.
"Students need to get out and
vote."

During his term as mayor,
Hoffman expanded recycling to
include the "blue box" program,
improved sidewalks and roadways, continued the Tree City
USA program and accommodated growth while preserving the essential character of the
city, among others.

QUAKE

HONOR

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

Mario Cardenas said by telephone.
Notimex also quoted authorities as saying three people
were killed when a jail collapsed
in Santiago de Compostela, just
outside Manzanillo.
"I regret this loss of human
life," said Zedillo before flying as
scheduled Washington on Monday afternoon for his first state
visit. "We are doing all we can to
provide aid and rescue services
to possible victims."
Zedillo said he had ordered
military and civil defense
workers to coordinate an emergency response, workers to repair damaged highways and inspectors to check port facilities

"Lassie Come Home," "The
White Cliffs of Dover," "The
Planet of the Apes," "Poseidon
Adventure," "Cleopatra" and
"Overboard," which he also coproduced.
He has been in more than 300
television productions since
1948, winning an Emmy award
for "Not Without Honor."
McDowall's stage career consists of 13 Broadway productions
including "Camelot," "Misalliance" and "The Fighting Cock," for
which he won a Tony award.
McDowall has also found success in his work as a photographer. His work has appeared in
such magazines as "life," "Vogue," "Architectural Digest" and
"Harper's Bazaar."
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1 10 N. Main Street Bowling Green, Ob 352-9222

The Buckeye Room
is now...

Campus Bowling & Billiards
Mon - Sat 'til Midnisht
Sun 'til 10pm

db372-8071
• Groups Welcome
Located in the Union

WE LOVE OUR

(

Pali

AWESOME F>bE£)GES
Jennifer Christian
Katy Creecy
Allison Dolan
Kim Donato
Amanda Erchenbrecker
Gabrielle Etesse
Lauren Fisk
Danielle Florian

Jen Jordan
Kristen Madisen
Christina Tasker
Robin Temming
Christina Wilcoxen
Kelly Wuensch
Krista Zarakis
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Students need to realize that
the population Is counted by how
many students are registered to
vote, Hoffman said.
Some past accomplishments
the mayor cited include improving the police officers in the city.
"We are looking for police officers with college degrees,"
Hoffman said. "The officers
have also been through diversity
training."

Before receiving the degree
guests were allowed to watch
some of the films that highlighted McDowall's career in a
video prepared by Wolfe. While
presenting the degree, Ribeau
said the films reminded him of
the past
"Watching those films, it conjured up memories of times long
gone and experiences that I have
had," Ribeau said.
What are you going to give
your sweetheart on
SWEETEST DAY?
9hwaboutaKffse?
ON MIC

1

Oct. 9-14 from 10am-3:30pm

UNION FOYER
PRICESt
single roses $1.50
6 = $7.50

12 roses-412.00
Sponsored by UAO and HSAJ
Roses will be delivered on
October 20th.
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The small town of Grand Rapids, Ohio plays
host to the annual Applebutter Fest, an event
showing (and selling) the ways of yesteryear in
a family environment. The Fest is generally
showing the way people believe life is led in a
small town, with country music, re-enactments
of battle scenes and rural arts like taxidermy.

All photos by The BG News/Joe Boyle
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Indians, Reds ready for LCS
Pitching will be key for Tribe
Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Off the top of
his head, Cleveland manager
Mike Hargrove couldn't think of
a playoff series featuring this
many good hitters since Reds vs.
Red Sox, 1975. Both lineups are
loaded.
So pitching, as usual, will make
the difference.
"I don't care how many runs
you score. You win and lose with
your pitching," Hargrove said
Monday during a workout at
Jacobs Field before the Indians
flew to Seattle for Tuesday
night's AL championship series
opener.
If pitching truly decides the
series, the advantage at first
glance would seem to belong to
the Mariners, employers of the
single most intimidating pitcher
in baseball.
But 6-foot-10 Randy Johnson
had to work three Innings in their
extra-Inning win over the Yankees on Sunday and won't likely
be available for a couple of days.
That shifts the advantage
squarely to the Indians, who ~
unbeknownst to many outside
of Cleveland - had the best pitching staff in the American League
this year, top to bottom.
■ Cleveland's postseason rotation of Dennis Martinez, Orel
Hershiser and Charles Nagy
went a combined 44-17 with a
3.94 ERA during the regular
season. Overall, Indians starters
led the AL with a 4.21 ERA and 68
wins.
■ Closer Jose Mesa led the
majors with 46 saves in 48 opportunities.
■ The bullpen was the best in
the league with a 3.05 ERA and 32
wins. It was certainly one of the
most flexible, with three lefthanders (Assenmacher. Poole,
Embree) and three right-handers
(Tavarez, Plunk, Mesa), not
counting two spot starters (Hill,
Ogea).
How good can the Indians'
pitchers be? In their three-game
sweep of Boston in the first
round of the playoffs, they held
Jose Cnr"""*" and Mo Vaughn hitless In 27 at-bats.
That's 0-for-27, the equivalent
of one entire no-hitter, against
two of the league's most feared
hitters.
"There wasn't anything wrong
with Can«»"» and Mo Vaughn,"
Hargrove said. "We made good
pitches against those guys."
Hargrove plans no changes in
his rotation against the Mariners.
The 40-year-old Martinez (12-5,
3.08 ERA during the regular
season) will pitch Tuesday, followed by Hershiser (16-6, 3.87)

Tfc» Aiiecbttd Pran/Ed Rciakt

Cincinnati manager Davey Johnson talks with reporters during
the Reds' Monday workout at Riverfront Stadium. Cincinnati
opens the NLCS tonight at home versus the Atlanta Braves.

Reds starters
could create
Atlanta woes
Joe Kay
The Associated Press

Tkt AjMctatta Prm/Mllk Duncan

Cleveland's Dennis Martinez lugs a bucket of baseballs during the Indians' Monday workout at Jacobs
Field. Cleveland opens the ALCS tonight at Seattle.
Wednesday and Nagy (16-6,4.5S)
on Friday. Ken Hill may start the
fourth game, although Martinez
could return if the situation warrants It.
The rotation worked out well
because Nagy wont have to pitch
until the Indians come back to
Jacobs Field. A ground-ball
pitcher, Nagy has trouble on artificial turf; he's OS lifetime with a
6.82 ERA at the Kingdome.
"It's a completely distorted
game on turf," Hargrove said. "I

can't stand the stuff."
Martinez, in contrast, couldn't
be more pleased about working
indoors. He's been nagged by
torn cartilage In his left knee and
soreness in his right elbow, and
the prospect of pitching outdoors
in cool fall temperatures worries
him.
"I think it is nice to be able to
pitch there because basically the
weather is nice," Martinez said.
"That should help me with my
knee and the trouble that I have

with my elbow."
The Indians discounted the notion that Seattle might have worn
itself out during its five-game series with New York, while they
were resting comfortably and
watching it all on television.
"This is showtime," Martinez
said. 'Everybody plays to get
where we are now. When you get
there, it doesn't matter what
happens. You always have a lot of
energy. I don't think it will be a
problem for them."

Piniella says Seattle will win
Jim Cour
The Associated Press
SEATTLE - Mariners manager
Lou Piniella, not normally given
to hyperbole, predicted Monday
that his underdog team will beat
the Cleveland Indians.
He Just didn't know which
pitcher he will start in Game 1
Tuesday night.
"Believe me, Cleveland doesn't
know what It's getting Itself
Into," Piniella said during a rally
in downtown Seattle "Cleveland's got a great ballclub, but I'll
tell you what: Our kids are going
to be ready. We're going to go out
there and play hard against them.
Believe it or not, when it's all

said and done, we're going to go
to the World Series."
After trailing 0-2 In the bestof-5 first-round series, the Mariners won three straight to advance to the AL championship.
On Saturday and Sunday, the Mariners used nine pitchers
including ace Randy Johnson in an
unusual relief role in Sunday's
decisive game.
Piniella spent Monday mulling
over his pitching rotation for the
Indians' series. By late afternoon, he still had not made up his
mind
The Mariners manager is expected to go with Tim Belcher in
Game 1 of the beat-of-7 series
and Chris Bosio in Game 2.

After Sunday night's 6-5,11-inning victory over the Yankees,
Piniella said Johnson probably
will start Game 3 on Friday night
In Cleveland. That would leave
Andy Benes to start Game 4 on
Saturday night
Although the Indians won 103
games and swept the Boston Red
Sox 3-0 In the first round, the
Mariners have the home-field
advantage, which was designated
for the AL West winner.
During the regular season, Seattle was 4-5 against the Indians,
2-2 In the Kingdome.
Piniella believes the Kingdome
is a huge advantage for the Mariners, who have drawn more
than 50,000 fans to five straight

games and to seven of their last
nine home games. With each successive game, the crowds have
grown louder, rooting for their
team with a fervor never heard
before.

CINCINNATI - Everyone
knows what the Atlanta
Braves' rotation brings to the
NL Championship series Glavine, Smoltz and Maddux,
household names all.
Then there's the Cincinnati
Reds' starting staff - strong
from the left side, way short
on playoff experience. Pete
Schourek, John Smiley and
David Wells all throw lefthanded and all are something
of a mystery in the postseason.
While the Braves' top three
has a combined 19 playoff
starts, the Reds' trio has a
total of five. Schourek and
Wells had never started a
playoff game before this year,
and Smiley is still winless in
the postseason.
They are the biggest unknown in the series, and could
be the biggest factor in deciding who heads to the World
Series. The Reds know what to
expect from Glavine, Smoltz
and Maddux The Braves are
at a bit of a disadvantage.
"I think one thing they have
going for them is the fact that
we haven't seen Schourek or
Wells at all this season," Atlanta's Chipper Jones said.
How much of an advantage
Is open to interpretation. The
Braves may not know exactly
what to expect at the plate, but
they know all about playoff
pressure. The Reds are just
getting used to it.
The starters held up fine
during a three-game sweep of
Los Angeles, but that felt more
like a regular-season series.
This is much different.
"You're going to have the
nerves because you're just one
step away from The Show,"
Wells said Monday, after a
workout. "I think right now is
where it's going to really kick

in and the nerves are going to
be erratic and your mind's going to be wandering, so you've
just got to do everything in
your power to try to block it
out."
Their arm preference is the
main reason manager Davey
Johnson has them lined up to
face the Braves, whose main
power threats hit left-handed
- David Justice, Fred McGrlff
and Ryan Klesko. Jones, a
switch-hitter, had 20 of his 23
homers from the left side.
"That's smart, you know,"
said Atlanta's Tom Glavine,
who will go against Schourek
in Game 1. "He's got three
good ones. You play the percentages and the matchups
and try to neutralize our lefthanded punch."
There are few clues as to
how it might play out because
of an oddity: The Braves have
not seen much of the Reds'
playoff rotation.
By happenstance, the
Braves have faced Smiley in
four of their 13 games and
Schourek just once. Wells
came over from Detroit in a
late-season trade and didn't
pitch against Atlanta.
The results: The Braves
beat Smiley once, lost to him
once and didn't let him get a
decision the other two times.
They roughed Schourek up
pretty good in his start June
19 in Atlanta, piling up eight
hits and five runs in six innings.
It was one of Schourek's
worst starts in an 18-7 season.
"I hung a couple of pitches,
wasn't keeping the ball down,
wasn't ahead in the count like
I usually am," Schourek said.
"It doesn't matter what kind of
stuff you have. If you're not
doing that, you're not going to
be successful.

Yankees manager Buck Showalter complained during the series that the noise in the Kingdome was so deafening that his
fielders had trouble communicating with each other on plays.
"The biggest part of the homefield advantage is the home-field
support, and when you have
55,000 or 56,000 or 57,000 rocking
in the Kingdome, it makes it extremely tough for a team to come
in and beat us," Piniella said.

Braves not thinking strategy
Chrtt Shir! din
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - To talk strategy in the NL championship series, chat with Davey Johnson
and dont bother with Bobby Cox.
One manager has developed a
specific plan. The other wont

•- •

change a thing.
Johnson, manager of the Cincinnati Reds, has decided that the
beat way to beat the Atlanta
Braves U by trying to neutralize
the middle of their batting order
Chipper Jones, Fred McGrlff,
Dave Justice and Ryan Klesko.
To do so, hell use of a rotation

of left-handers Pete Schourek,
John Smiley and David Wells.
'1 think if a kind of obvious
why. Just look at the numbers all
those left-handed hitters had
against lefties and rightles,"
Johnson said Monday as the Reds
held a 90-mlnute workout preparing for Tuesday night's opener.

Johnson has a point.
Jones, a switch-hitter, had only
three of his 23 homers while batting righty. McGrlff hit .255 vs.
left-handers with six homers,
.294 against rightles with 21
homers. Justice hit .241 against
lefties, .259 against rightles.

T«e Aindaud PnaaSM Ifcl.kt

Reds outfielder Ron Gant flexes during Monday's workout Gant
will take on hi* former team, the Atlanta Braves, starting tonight
la the NLCS.
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Men's tennis team feeling pretty good
Chris Kapcar
The BC News

After the second consecutive
weekend of big name competition, the Bowling Green men's
tennis team is feeling pretty
good. Despite a shaky first day of
play, the Falcons finished on a
high note, playing In two doubles
finals at the Ball State Invitational. The Brown and Orange
faced Big Ten foes Ohio State,

Michigan State, Iowa, Purdue,
Michigan and Wisconsin, as well
as regional opponents Illinois
State, Louisville, Cincinnati, Ball
State and Butler.
After disappointing play on
Friday, the Falcons rebounded
aggressively on Saturday. They
finished 2-2 in singles and 5-2 in
doubles. According to head coach
Dave Morin, the 2-2 split in singles play could have been better.
"We didnt close out a lot of the

matches," Morin said. "We
showed we deserved to win
throughout the whole match, but
at the end, we didn't finish
them."
The highlight of the weekend
was the team's doubles play.
"I think our doubles teams
were much improved," Morin
said. "We changed up the pairings and I think that helped."
The A flight pairing consisting
of Adam Tropp and Mark Cioche-

tto made it to the finals by beating teams from Michigan and
Ohio State. After leading Michigan State 7-2 in the final match,
they lost a disappointing tiebreaker.
In the C flight, Milan Ptak and
Matt Wiles advanced through the
likes of UC and Iowa and
proceeded to lose to MAC rival
Ball Sate in another tie-breaker,
9-7.
According to Morin, the key

Marino
goes
under
knife

for the whole team in facing such
competition is keeping a strong
focus.
"We need to stop thinking
about who we're playing and play
the ball. I think we were a little
tentative against the big
schools."
In singles play, Ryan Gabel excelled in the B flight. He advanced through singles players
from Butler, Iowa and Louisville
before losing to Ball State's top B

flighter.
Overall, according to Morin,
BG was much improved, but still
needs to work on some things.
"We need to get mentally
tougher and stay aggressive,"
Morin said. "We lost some
matches in which we simply
didnt close the other team out.
But I think you've got to go
through that to advance to a
higher level."

BG returns to
drawing board
after shutout
added emphasis.
Senior center Cal Bowers
missed the Miami game and
will still be out this week.
"I still believe that there is
enough talent on this team,
given the right mix, for us to
be really successful," Blackney said. "In the past, we've
always had good players get
better. And we've always had
great players play great.
"This is the first year that
we're experiencing that
different phenomenon on our
football team. We've got to
continue to look at what we're
doing as coaches but we've got
to continue to look at personel
and make sure we have the
right mix."

Scott Brown
The BC News

Freldi Ratlin Friiaro
The Associated Press

DAVTE, Fla. - One day after
breaking the NFL record for
completions, Dan Marino had
knee surgery Monday and the
Miami Dolphins quarterback will
miss at least one game and possibly more.
Marino underwent arthroscopic surgery to repair torn cartilage in his right knee and had
blood drained from his severely
bruised left hip.
The injuries occurred during
Sunday's 27-24 overtime loss to
Indianapolis. Marino finished the
game and broke Fran Tarkenton's NFL career record for
completions.
Marino could be back for the
Oct. 22 game against the Jets in
New York, but he's more likely to
return against Buffalo the following week.
"We're not sure how long it's
going to be," coach Don Shula
said. "Every knee is different.
Originally they said day to day,
but obviously he's out this week."
That will delay Marino's pursuit of three other NFL career
passing records held by Tarkenton - touchdowns, yardage and
BGNe».ph«o/J«fU.I»ck
attempts. If Marino misses no
more than a couple of games, he
Bowling Green's Darius Card was one bright spot in Saturday's loss to Miami, catching five passes for
could still break all three records
58 yards and rushing six times for 22 yards. The Falcons visit Ball State Saturday.
this season.
Marino's replacement Sunday
at New Orleans will be Bernie
Kosar, starting for the first time
in his two seasons with Miami,
"We brought Bernie in for this
type of insurance," coach Don
The loss evened Cleveland's longest ever against the Browns.
The Associated Press
Shula said. "We're confident he
record at 3-3, compared with a Cleveland made it a little easier
can do the job for us."
BEREA -- Monday's replay was SI mark at the same point last for him by putting only 10 deKosar's last start came in 1993,
when he found himself playing as ugly as the original. Both year. The Browns have a bye this fenders on the field for the play.
just four days after signing with times, the Cleveland Browns week, and they'll use the time to
"Playing that guy with 11 is
looked awful.
regroup from their first twothe Dallas Cowboys.
"It's about as cut and dried as I game losing streak since late in tough enough," linebacker Carl
"That week I had to get used to said after the game. We just 1993.
Banks said. "We had a personnel
a new system, new terminology, didnt get it done," coach Bill Be"To give up 38 points to anyone change. There was some confua new environment and the tim- llchick said, reflecting on Sun- is a mind-blower, a slap in the sion about what personnel group
ing with new players," Kosar day's 38-20 loss in Detroit.
face," said safety Eric Turner, we were in. We came up a man
said. "Here I'm familiar with the
The 38 points represented the who played despite a badly short."
system and the guys."
most allowed by the Browns bruised knee. "We need to stop
Belichick took full responsibilDan McGwire, a former first- since they lost 42-17 to Washing- reading the publications that say ity for the mistake, which helped
round draft pick who has yet to ton in 1991, Bellchick's first year we should be in the Super Bowl the Lions extend their lead to
take a snap with Miami, becomes as head coach. The Lions shred- and start playing like a cham- 14-3 late in the first quarter. By
the No. 2 quarterback.
halftime, they had stretched it to
ded Cleveland's defense for 429 pionship team."
Marino stayed in Sunday's yards, the second straight week
The game-breaking play Sun- 24-3, and Sanders' third touchgame after hurting his knee late the Browns yielded more than day was a 75-yard touchdown run down run of the game put them
in the second quarter.
400.
by Barry Sanders, the third- ahead 31-3 in the third quarter.

The Shockwaves from Saturday's 21-0 loss to Miami
were still being felt Monday at
coach Gary Blackney's weekly
press conference.
Standing at 1-2 in the MidAmerican
Conference
and mired in
sixth place,
the Falcons
can do little
now in terms
of winning a
MAC title.
Mathematically, BowlBlackney
ing Green is
still in it but with two losses
already and facing tough
games ahead, the Falcons have
other more pressing concerns.

As far as the MAC race,
Blackney conceded that the
road from here to a MAC title
is very much uphill. But he
also added that there is still
plenty of motivation for his
team to turn things around.
"There is still a lot of football to be played," Blackney
said. "It's going to be a hard
fought battle, but we still have
the opportunity to have a good
season."

"We tried to look at everything in the program," Blackney said. "We're really trying
to put every aspect of our program under the microscope. It
is frustrating."
The Falcons were shut out
for the first time in five years
in the loss, and the focus is on
the offense and getting it up
and running again. Blackney
pointed out the offensive line
as one area that is getting

■ Ball State ranks near the
bottom of the MAC in total
offense, but their defense is
one of the best.

Browns try to regroup Blake, Bengals
discovering new
methods to lose

ALPtfA XI (D(LL(TPi
announces their

1995PLEDQEtt4§£
Kim Axelrod
Carrie Cameron
Sarah Castle
TaraCleary

Shannon Fortney
Anne Gehring
Anne Gtannattl
Jackie Handler
Karen Anderson
Michelle Gerard
Wm Harned
Maria Hughes

Michelle Kugel

Melissa lee
Allison Macauda
Rachel Williams
Sarah Zimmerman
Michelle Mathieu
Heather Mekesa
Alicia Melke
Amy Savickas
Tanya Tecil
Carrie-Watson
Carrie, Whiton
ZariaZiUt

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Just when you
thought the Cincinnati Bengals
had run out of ways to lose football games, they found another.
Quarterback Jeff Blake personally provided five turnovers in
the latest defeat.
Blake, In his worst performance since taking over and reviving the Cincinnati offense at
midseason last year, had three
passes intercepted and fumbled
twice in the 19-16 loss to the Buccaneers in Tampa. Three of the
turnovers came late in the fourth
quarter, a time when Blake lately
has been at his best.
He threw for 210 yards, in yet
another un-Blake-like performance.
"Guys are going to go through
tough days," coach Dave Shula
said. "Jeff had some plays that
were poor on his part."
It was Cincinnati's fourth consecutive loss, leaving a bad
memory for the players going

into a bye week this week. The
Bengals are idle until an Oct. 19
game at Pittsburgh.
Blake was angered when a reporter reminded Blake that his
showing Sunday came after the
quarterback had signed a fouryear, $12.4 million contract extension last week.
"Dont say anything to me
about money any more ... I never
pushed it. I could care less about
the money," Blake said. "This is
about football."
On Oct. 1, the Bengals' leaky
secondary gave up 442 yards to
Miami quarterback Dan Marino
in a 26-23 loss to the Dolphins.
Bengals kicker Doug Pelfrey
missed a field-goal attempt that
could have tied the game.
The previous week, the Bengals lost 24-21 to then-winless
Seattle. Pelfrey missed another
field-goal try that could have tied
the game.
He made amends Sunday by
hitting on all three of his field
goal attempts.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10th
7 p.m.

g

FREE CONCERTS
at

"Chance Brought Us
Together, Hearts
Made D§ Friends''

University Lutheran Chapet
(on Woosttr Street across from Rodger*)

8

Uplifting Christian Music!
Free-will offerings accepted.

Classifieds
page eight

Tuesday, October 10, 1995

CAMPUS EVENTS
WONDERFUL, FREE
FILM/ CHEAP CONCERT
Sinoar. song wriisr and activist Patar Ysrrow
Of P«ar, Paul, and Mary and hta daughtar
ftathany «WI SO, Tuas, Oct.10. Barnanys
powarful documentary. 'Mama Awalhul' fallows fiva Hack Soum African woman aa thsy
daal witn ma raalitiaa ol apanhaid. Tha Mm will
ba ahown at 3pm on tha Giah Film Thaatar;
boffi Y arrows will answsr Questions on isaues
the film raisaa.
At 8pm in Kobackar Hall. Paiar will ba joinad by
Bathany for a a>ncsn that wil Inspire all atianding k» Fight tor civS and human rights, tia anvironmant and peace - isauaa Paiar Paul and
Mary have been at lha forefront tor 35 yra.
Tickats we S5 tor students. $12 lor non students and 125 for special seating and a reception with tha Yarrows following lha concert
Call tha Kobackar Boa Office at 372-8171 and
charge your tickets form noon 6 Monday
through Friday.

"BG University YMCA"
Donl just sit Iherel Join the Yl
Come to our meeting, Tuee. Rm. 102 BA
©9pm
Food. Fun. and Fnendal What else is Ihere?

Jason Wouaard- Come to Mama I
FreeUovIe
Come join the Philoaophy Club in watching
Tha Room on Thursday at 8:00pm In 301
Shanei Hall. Written by Harold Pinter and directed by Robert Allman. This Roomwil then
be followed by a trip to Is) coffee shop to talk
about the movie. Everyone is welcome to attend.
INTO THE STREETS
Come Join us for our next meeting, Wednesday, October l'. 9 OOpm in room 105 BA. We
will ba discussing upcoming events and need
your hot pi Questions? Call Erin 353-0508 or
Suva 354-5054.
COMMUNITY SERVICE

A Beach in Florida.
The Mountains of Colorado,
The Islands of Hawaii...
Wouldn't You Just Low
To Gat Away For awhile?
•National Student Exchange
Info Session*
Wednesday Oct. 11.7:30 PM
Faculty Lounge
Student Union. 2nd Floor
Call Eric Sanders
372-2451
For More Information

"BG University YMCA"
fT'S STIL NOT TOO LATE 11
Paych majors/minors are encouraged
to attend the Psl Chi meeting on Wed.
Oct. 11th at 9:00pm. Room 102 Paych Bkkj.

KINDRED PRESENTS AN EXCITING.
UPlsFTING CHRISTIAN CONCERTI
OCTOBER 10TH AT 7PM
ATUNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
Sailing Club
A mandatory meeting will bo held Oct. 11 730
in Rm. 103 BA. Bring your money tor dues. Any
Questions call Matt & 2-1957.

What are you waiting for?l Join Y today I! Meeting @ 9:00pm. Rm. 102 In the BA. Don't let another day pass you by II

ATTENTION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS!
Spring Semester 1996
Elementary Education
Methods Registration meeting
Tuesday. October 10.1995 4 oo 5 30
115 Education Building
BeTherel

•ATTENTfOW
Omicon Delta Kappa members
Our meeDng for tonight has been
cancelled. Ba sure to gat your
phone numbera/addreaaae to Anne.
OOK

A CUP OF CULTURE
Organized 4 sponseed by
Work) Student Association
Speaker from: Inaoneala 4 Egypt
at Off-campus Student Building
2:30pm-4:30pm Tuesday
tree enackaa drinks

ATTENTION WARGAMERS
Bowling Green Gaming Soc*ry's Fall Games
Fast. Friday B-midnight. Sat. 2pm-midnight. No
enty fee. Fun tor Everyone Rm. ?22 Ed. Blag
BGCrMTaneilMake.il
Oct. 11 630-930 1331140 LSC
Coma when you can - Twenty ACTIVITIES!
Members - FREE *
Non-Members - $3.00 or Jo all

BGSU College Republicans
Meeting Tonight
BA Room 1129:30pm

BGSU College Democrats

STUOY ABROAD IN ENGLAND
Come learn about study abroad opportunities
at the University of East Angiia m Norwich,
England' A representative will be available
from 1130 am-130 pm on Friday, Oct. 13 In
tha Faculty Lounge on the 2nd Floor of Vie
University Unen. (Sponsored by the Honors
Program and me Canter for International Programs).

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
Wad., October 11,730pm, 115 BA
Speaker: Jane Shaumbaugh, Planned
Parenthood of Northwest Ohio
Topic: Media pressure on women today

Antiques a Col«ctibles
This Saturday A Sunday Oct. 14*15
Jr. Fair Building - Wood Co Fairgrounds
Free Admission. For into call 352-1861

BOOKS, BOOKS. AND MORE BOOKS!
Psl Chi will be having our annual
book sale on the 1 st floor ol
the psychology bldg. Mon. Oct. 9th
andTuas. Oct. 10th 9-4
CHECK IT OUTI

CHARGE ITIM
Papa John's Now Accapta Vlaa a Mastercard
Call Now 1S3-PAPA

Come one come el to BGSU Irish Club
Does not matter It you are Irish or not
MeebngTuea. night Rm. 103 BA Bldg.
at 9:30pm

CURRENT PSI CHI MEMBERS
Find out how to win cash
at the nest meetingl Wed. Oct. 1101
at9:00 in Rm. 102 Psych. Bldg

THANK YOU BETAS
FOHTHE KISSING
CARNATIONS!
LOVE.
THE DELTA GAMMAS
Cal Bowers • Let's snugglel You are a big,
warm, huggabla teddy bearl
CWDG'DG-DG
WE LOVE
ERIN HULL
(ANDSODOTHEDEITS!)
CONGRATS ON GETTING
NAMED DELTA TAU DELTA
SWEETHEARTI
DG'KAPPA SIGMA'DG
THANKS TO OUR
AWESOME TRIKE COACHES
RE ID, BAILY, FLOYD, t BAKER
WE KICKED BUTTII
LOVE. ROSS, CARPENTER,
BREISACHER.SHALLII

Double Pitnts
Free Everyday
PackageaPlua 352-1693

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall'354-1614

LOST & FOUND
Set ot Keys lost on 10-4. REWARD! Pleaae
can 3S3-4511.

BOSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
»:15-10:15PM-ICE ARENA

KD'KAPPA DELTA'KD
Cong -a i J la lion s to Laurie
Arsenaull and Nicole
Ford on Order ol
Omega. We are so
proud ol you guysl
KO'KAPPA DELTA'KD
KD'KAY-OEE'KD
WeloveRiz20our
House Director, she's
so awesome!
KD'KAY-OEE'KD

SERVICES OFFERED

$ FINANCIAL AID I
Attention All SIudenta
FREE Money la currently available
tor College Students Nationwide.
Over $» Billion in aid is now
avail able from private sector
grants a scholars hips All students
are eligible to receive some sort
of aid regardless of grades, income.
or parent's income.
let us help you.
For more information can
Student Financial Services
1 -800-263-6495 e.l F5S442

Granta and Scholarships are available. Billion, of dollars In financial aid. Quality Immedlataly. l-oOC-400-0209.

PERSONALS
Grag Cape* - You're cool, babyl
Have volleyball experience? BGSU Women's
Ckib Vofeyball is looking tor a coach. For Into
cal Shollev at 352-8456.

HOME FALCON HOCKEYI
THIS FRIDAY A SATURDAY
7PM at CE ARENA
If you're interested In competing in the 1995
Miss BGSU Scholarship Pagaent. applications
can be picked up in 330 University Union. Call
372-2343 w/ questions.
INDIGO GIRLS. Coming October 10. New live
album, '1200 Curfews.' Over two hours of concert favorites. Also new: 'Watershed (Ten
Years of Underground Video)' Net site:
hnpjrwww music Sony corrvlndioo Gals.

Thursday: 'Beat the Clock'
6-«pmdlnlerB
s-gpm quarters
Bpm-cleee LADIES NIGHT'
Friday a Saturday: Beer Prices too low to
leagally mention!

MIDNIGHT MADNESS!
1200 SATURDAY - ANDERSON ARENA
Sponsored by McDonald's

THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1996 SGSU MODEL UNITED NATIONS TEAM. THE DEADLINE IS WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18. STOP BY WILLIAMS
HALL RM till FOR AN APPLICATION AND
MORE INFORMATION

Money Orders
.39 each
Packages Plus 352-1693

Order ol Omega
Next meeting Oct. 11
9:15 @ Kappa Kappa Gamma House
Ouest)ons?Call Wendy 352-6389

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Center

SATISFY YOUR CRAVING FOR BREADSTICKS!!
"RANCH Dfl ESSEING NOW AVAILABLE"
CALL PAPA JOHNS NOW
353-PAPA
SigKapSAESigKap
BIG JOHN
Thank you tor the very enthusiastic
(and then some) kissing carnation. K
all you wanted was a little bit of my
attention... YOU GOT ITII LOVE YOUI
LOVE.MOLLIE
SAESigKapSAE

The sisters of Sigma Kappa invite you to attend Open Rush on Tuesday A Wednesday
9pm Q the Sigma Kappa House. Ojestions?
Call 2-2385. See You There I

Is Lance Ho your Idol?

Tuesday at Rail Billiards- Ladies pay half price
all day! 145 N. Main St.

KAY-OEE-KAY-OEE
The SISSKS of Kappa
Delta would ike to
congratulate Cindy
Paper on her Preengagement to Matt
Musteric.
KAY-DEE ' KAY-OEE

Work » Play in the Nations Capitall
Earn Coileoe Credit'
Get Professional Experioncel
Attend a Washington Canter Into Session
And meet W.C.I. Senior Vice President:
Wednesday October 11,10O PM
Taft Room, 3rd Floor, Student Union

WANTED

NOW HIRING AT PAGLIArS P12ZA
Apply M-F 2-4pm at 945 South Main
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management expenence
next summer Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available In select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus, Akron, Canton, and
more. Call 1-800-887-1980.
Part-time miscellaneous worker needed lor
local motel. Approximately 20 hrs. a week.
Flexible hours. Duties include mowing, shoveling, trash pick-up, sweeping, painting, and
other miscellaneous work. Call 352-1520. ask
teTim.V3Mon.-Fri.

A place to rent for a guy and his cool dog.
Have references. Call 352-1054
Please leave message.

Part-Time Sales Representative. Gain valuable sales experience marketing to local businesses & organzaiions. Excellent compensation 8 flexible hours. Must be self-motivated &
enthusiastic. Call (614)581 -6656.

AVAILABLE NOWI
FEMALE SUBLEASE R
OWNROOME
CLOSE TOCAMPUS
352 2062 ASK FOR TINA

SPRING BREAK' TRAVEL FREE with SunSplash Tours. Highest commission paid, lowest
pnees Campus Reps, needed to sel Jamaica,
Cancun. Bahamas, Daytona, Panama City.
Padre.CALL 1-800-426-7710.

Help! We're Graduating!
2-3 Subieaseni needed. Spring Semester,
2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, dishwasher, airconditioning, large walk-m closets, quiet, vary
clean apartment. Free water and sewage. Call
after 5pm or leave message. 353-9222.

T.A.S.P. International is looking (or Nghly motivated, hard working sudents to fill management positions for the summer ol 1996. Gain
valuable expenence in an areas ol business
while building your resume. Average earnings
are between $7,000-$9,000. Positions in most
Cleveland suburbs, Akron, Canton. Youngstown, Sandusky, and Toledo are filled on a first
come, first qualified basis. For more inlorrnabon call Matt Scherer ® 1 800-543-3702.

HELP WANTED
FOR SALE

MODEL UN. CALLOUT

INTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE: MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S tNNERTUBE WATER POLO c OCT.10, 1995; MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
CROSS COUNTRY - OCT.11; MEN'S BOWLING • OCT. 17. ALL ENTRCS DUE BY 400
PM. IN 130 FIELD HOUSE.

Than Student Court wants youl Wa defend and
prosecute campus parking violations cases.
No boring weekly meetings to attend, just
hands on experience in the courtrooom. Call
372-2989 tor more Wo, or atop by 33 College
Park Tuesday or Wednesday evenings!

Parking violations occur all me Dme on the
BGSU campus. Help defend these cases in
traffic court It's a great resume builder with
eadership and acholarahip opportunities Call
372-2969 tor more into or slop by 33 College
Park on Tuesday or Wednesday evenings and
see what we are all about!

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
I A hilMlme emptoymenl available
at National Parka. Foraeti * Wildlife
Preeervee. Benettle pfue bonuses! Call:
1-206-648-4804 eit. N 55442.

MARK'S PUB MARK'S PUB MARK'S PUB
Tuesday: Country Night

CITY EVENTS

meeDng tonight
9:30pm 116 BA

Way to go with Greek
Weak. 2nd place is
still awesome
KAY-OEE'SIOEP

Wednesday: Oratstul Dead Night
BETA DG BETA DG

SPORT MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE
GUEST SPEAKER: MARK KELLY,
OF THE TOLEDO STORM
OCT. 11,730PM. 307 E ppler South
ALL SMA MEMBERS WELCOME
NEWMEMBERSHIPSALSOAVAILABLE

KAY-OEE'8IG EP
Thanks Mud Tug coaches
Andy, Abe, Adam, and Matt
We couldn't have done It
without youl

Was your while Bronco parked In the wrong
place at the wrong time?

Tuesday Cheese Ravioli Special at CAMPUS
POLLYEYESI Includes one trip to salad bar
and garlic bread. Only $3.99 1 iam-9pm. DineIn and Pick-up only.

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For info call 301 -306-1207.

Ctatdte*!
Opening soon In Flndlay.
Crvaddar's it a greal place for iiuderiis seeking
a challenging and rewarding atmosphere thai
can be shaped around any school schedule.
We offer great starting pay and FT or PT positions! And we are only 15 minutes away from
BG i Come see us at:
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Ti fm Ave. (in front ol Meijer)
Flndlay, OH 45840
(419)423-44t>9
Accepting applications daily from 8-6.

Child care need for infant in our home, located
in a rural area 8 miles NW of BG Min.
4hrs/day, 3day/wk. w/ potential 4hrs/3day
per week and 8 hours 2days/wk. Days, hours.
and compensations negotiable. Must be over
18, own transportation, and enjoy babies. References of previous expenenoa required. Call
823-1547 w/mfants.
EARN $150
Sleep lab needs WOMEN to participate in a 48
hr. sleep deprivation study. Call 2-2547 or
2-2474 for more info.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box
774. Oathe.KS 66051.

1988 Nissan Sentra
4 spd . new dutch, new struts
93.000 miles. $2500.
352-3176

85COrroa
Excellent Condition
T BO 352-7760
Attention Spring Breakers! Jamaica/Cancun
$389. Bahamas $359, Florida $129. Sell trips,
earn cash. 8 go freel 1 -800-234-7007.
FOR SALE
Almost everything you may need. Appliances,
electronics, luggage and other various items. I
reoeve overstock merchandise from stores
and can then sell below cost. Call me for information. 352-3069.
Refridgerator w/ draft bow set-up
Call 352-2915
Cost $150

Refrigerator • 15 cubic ft. Runs great, $125
060 Call Greg after 8pm. 352-1470.

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENTMEANIHfi.

HELP WANTED
Part-Time Waitstaff and Bartender.
Flexible Hours.
Apply any time at Quarters
In the Woodland Mail.

Taco Kit

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S Korea. No teaching back-

Not valid with any
oliter coupon

ONLY

$6.99

ground or Asian languages required.
For info, call (206) 832-1146 ext. J55441.

500 OFF

WANTED 100 STUDENTS! Lose 10-30 lbs.
Next 90 days! New metabolism breakthrough.
Dr. Recommended. $34.95 MC/Visa. Guaranteed Nadine DeMartno 1 -800-352-6446

Lifeguard positions available at he Nichols
Therapy Pool. Day, evening, and weekend
hours are available. $5 ?0 hr. High School diploma and valid lifeguard, first aid, and CPfl
certification required. Application packets may
be obtained from the Wood County Board of
MR/DD. Ent. B, 11160 E. Gypsy Ln. Rd.. BG,
8 00am-4 30pm EOE.

$6,00 Minimum
lor delivery ,

Wanted: STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys. Action
figures, and Ships! Cash Paldl No collection to
large or small Call toll free 1-800-281-5637.
David.

Marketers needed to work on campus, outside.
5-10 hniAvk. No phone solicitations. Earn
$7.00AV. with opportunities tor bonuses and
incentives. For more info call Matt &
352-W57.

Located at 1C516 E. Wooster
Greenwc od Centre

any delivery
over $6.00
Not valid whs any
other coupon

353-TACO

FALCON HOCKEY HOME OPENERS THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY - 7 PM!
EASY ADMISSION ... JUST PRESENT YOUR STUDENT ID. AT THE GATE.
The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

■ LUBE/OIL/FILTER SPECIAL

j*12* or FREE*
I Includes oil filler, up to 5 qU. of ol,
I chassis lube ant) 24 pt. safely Inspection.
I 'ft— wlti any ottar scnsduM santo.
I -Ml coawi In ban of oft* ofUnj K MM or*,

SnSsaiS

t'hai'gc*

AS
GOOD AS

Loally Owntd t Ofurtltd
bv id SchwKkott

TUffy
Auto S*-rvica?
Centers
Tuffy "Dots It Jdgfitl
1087 S. MAIN STREET
FREE SAFETYIMSKCTMHSI
146 North Main

Bowling Grwn

HO 0BL1GATI0H ESTM/ATESI

MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

DATE: Saturday, October 14
PRICE: $10.00
TIMES: 4:00 p.m./ 5:00 p.m./6:00 p.m.
Contact UAO ©2-2343 with questions.
If interested, sisn up in the UAO office
starting October 9th.

RafMsaizatfatall
dill* tCTlMl

—y
Next to Pint Hut
FRFC SHUTTLE SERVICE I

Slippery Elm Horseback Trail
IN BOWLING GREEN, OHIO! fk

tupraoiv BILE
'Do It with o friendll"

■ wwmwwtmmz

(419) XI

• Trail Ridas & pony Rides
• Riding Lessons
• Small Group Discounts Available
Open TiMt-Sun - RESERVATION NECESSARY - 353-5403
135S6 W Kramer Rd. (1 mils south of Rt 6. whora 25 4 6 moot)

Try to study on the weekends

s

[)

BGSU Career Services 1995 EXPO Supplement

Will you find the job you warn when you
graduate? Are all the good jobs going lo experienced candidates? What does the job market look
like for you? How lough will your job search be?
Here is an overview of what you can expect.
The reality is that several years of downsizing
and restructuring by major companies have meant
fewer openings for new college graduates. And,
companies continue to "do more with less," operating with work responsibilities distributed among
fewer employees. However, you will be glad to
hear there has been some improvement. The good
news is, recent activity on college campuses suggests that companies are beginning to recruit at the
entry-level again. There will be 120 employers at
this year's EXPO. Employers who have never
recruited before are also attending EXPO. And
while this indicates that
you may have an easier
lime finding employment, it's not a guarantee.
And here is another
piece of reality: Employers, more than ever before, are seeking
candidates who have the
best blend of skills and
characteristics to fit the
openings that they have
available. They want the
"best." Not that employ:
en in the past went out looking for incompetent,
lazy candidates who lacked interpersonal skills, but
the definition of what's "best" changes, depending
on the economic climate and supply/demand issues. While this definition is somewhat simplified,
employers currently define "best" candidates as
those who can make an immediate (or almost immediate) contribution to their organizations.
These two factors combine lo form a third
reality, and that has to do with slartioj salaries. It
used to be thai many new college graduates in assorted disciplines could expect that the starting
salary offers they received would be higher- sometimes significantly higher than- that those of their
counterparts who had graduated the year btfare.
Generally speaking, that has not beta the case for
the pot tew yean. Starting salary afters have hov ered right around the same mart for about four
yon. These three factors characteqee today's job
market. The good news is that job opportunities
are increasing, but to obtain those opportunities

you will need to be persistent, aggressive, knowledgeable, and realistic in your job search.

Competition
Despite an increase in job opportunities, the
competition for these opportunities is also increasing. Over the past few yean, the number of bachelor degrees awarded has been steadily rising; this
year the number of degrees awarded is expected to
increase by more than three percent over last year.
The competition you will face for jobs also
varies from occupation to occupation and depends
on the supply (how many people are qualified for
the occupation) and demand (how many employen
want those people and how many openings those
employen possess).

What Goes Down May Come Up

you will need
to be persistent,
aggressive,
knowledgeable,
and realistic in
your job search.

While there are
many similarities between the job market you
face and those faced by
graduates over the past
few yean, there is one
important distinction.
Your friends who graduated earlier in the I990's
graduated into an
economy that was sliding
downward. You are
graduating into a job
market that appears to be
improving, as evidenced

by some pretty reliable signs. For example, a survey conducted by N ACE (National Association of
Colleges and Employen) in 1995 showed more
recruiting in 1995 than in 1994 - a trend expected
to continue at least through 1996. Colleges and
universities report an increase in the number of
employen recruiting on their campuses. Some employen who have stayed away from college cam puses far the past few yean are returning »leak
for aew eraployees. In addition, some araploysrs
are visiting corteges and universities to seek new .
hires fix the first umc. While these are pwitive
indicators (key are not guarantees of an improved
job market As noted carrier, opportunities remain
limited Urge employ*™ continue u keep a light
gn»*nir*uum*wofiiewceJkgegja*.*teithey
hire, arat wale smsfl and medium sized employen
are more likely lo save opportunities, they do not
hire in quantity or adhere to annual hiring cycles.
They may hue one or two graduates at a time on a
as-needed basis.

Who is Hiring Whom?
The economy had been typically service-sector dominated, and so too is the job market for your
class. Mosl of the employen visiting college campuses are service-sector employen. The September 1994 Salary Survey showed thai service-sector
employen made more than 5? percent of the job
offen to the Class of "94. In early 1995 retail organizations, insurance companies, financial institutions, banks, and accounting firms were offering
opportunities for business administration, marketing, economics and finance, accounting and liberal
arts majon. Consulting and computer software
development employen with opportunities for
computer science and information systems majon
where also recruiting. They are expected to increase their employment opportunities. The growth
in employment in the service-sector is expected to
slow somewhat, though hiring projections remain
positive, according to a recent Manpower. Inc. report.
In 1994, manufacturing-sector employen provided only about 29 percent of the job offen to
new graduates. This began to change in early 1995.
with a noticeable return of manufacturing employen to college campuses to recruit and an increase
in the percentage of job offen coming from these
employen. This trend is expected to continue in
1996. These employen include mainly high-tech,
electronics, and automotive manufacturing looking
for engineering, technology, and computer science
majon. This increase in opportunities in the manufacturing sector is confirmed by a Manpower, Inc.
report that showed manufacturing employen leading the nation in terms of employment growth.

Who is likely to be hired?
Ignoring everything but field of study, new
graduates who hold a degree in a computer-related
discipline are likely to he in demand. This has
been the case in recent yean, and fcese graduates
will continue to be highly attractive to a variety or
employers thanks lo today's increasingly advanced technology -dependent work operations.
The employers likely to hire these graduates are
cnnaaltiag firms and computer software development firms. In fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) 1*94 "Career Guide lo Industries" projected
■St greatest growth in tmaktyment •nporUnties to
be in me computer and data processing services
industry tamugfc the year 2005.
The outlook for graduates is the business disciplines, notably in management, is optimistic

with opportunities expected lo exceed the supply of
graduates. The job market should be belter than
average for managen of health services, property /
real estate and restaurants and food service. However, graduates planning to enter areas such as retail management and hotel management can expect
the demand lo equal the supply. While accountants
and auditon fall into the "demand equal supply"
category, graduates qualified for these occupations
enjoy skills that are highly transferable. These
occupations are not dependent on one specific industry or sector and can be performed in a variety
of workplaces and industries. This is a great advantage. Be sure you capitalize on it by expanding
your job search possibilities.
Another area of growth in demand is the
health services fields. The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects employment opportunities in the
health service industry to grow faster than average
through the year 2005.
And what if you are a liberal arts graduate?
While plenty of liberal arts graduates have found
satisfying careen with manufacturer you arc
more likely to find a home where most graduates
of this type land • with a service-sector or nonprofit
employer. In fact, the employment outlook in the
wholesale and retail trade industry looks good at
this time. Last year, these employen. along with
education organizations, accounted for the largest
percentage of reported job offen to liberal arts
graduates. The "What to Be Not to Be" Career
Fair on November 6 is an excellent opportunity to
talk with liberal arts graduates about their career
path. (Also see related article on page 4)
Typically, liberal arts graduates have to conduct a more self-directed job-search campaign than
do graduates in more career-specialized disciplines. It is critical that you understand how to
translate your skills and abilities into the qualifications employen are seeking. Your communication
skills should serve you well - employen value
them. And, you can greatly enhance your emptoy
ment prospects by acquiring the ranch sought-after
computer skirts employers also desire. Visit the
Career Services office for guidance if you are having trouble with your job search. Incidentally a
recent survey of liberal arts gradual** showed dial
studnus who used their coHeat career center and
the programs they offer receive more job offers,
received their offers narker and received higher
starting salary offers than those who did not use the
services.

Career Services Calendar 1995-1996

Spectrum makes and markets the fastest
growing consumer brands in insect and weed
control. We've doubled in size in the past few
years and our products are rapidly becoming
category leaders. Our patented water-based
technology is tho industry's most
environmentally advanced. And we lead in
one more important way: we're the only
company in our segment with our own
trained field sales experts.

We're looking for recent college grads who
know a killer opportunity when they see it
and have the desire to go far in our
thriving organization. You'll start with us
as Territory Sales Trainee, responsible

EXPO
Making Diversity Work
10 am and 2 pm- IOI Olscamp
Job Search Woitshop
6:30 pm Alumni Room
Orientation Meeting
6:30 pm Taft Room
Interviewing Workshop
6:30 pm Community Suite
Job Hunting in Cyberspace
7 pm Otscamp
Law School Caravan
11 am - I pm - Communily Suite
What to Be or
Not to Be Career Day
1:30 pm-5 pm- 101 Olscmp
Orientation Meeting
3:30 pm Commnity Suite
Interviewing Workshop
5:30 pm Ohio Suite
Job Hunting Workshop
4:30 pm Taft Room
Orientation Meeting
6:30 pm Taft Room
Interviewing Workshop
3:30 pm Community Suite
Job Hunting Workshop
5:30 pm Community Suite
Job Hunting Workshop
3:30 pm Community Suite
Interviewing Workshop
5:30 pm Communily Suite
Non- Academic Job Search
for Graduate Students
5:30 - 7:00 pm Alumni Room

February
12
27

March
6

April
I

10
25

The On-Site Interview
7 pm Ballroom
Interviewing Workshop
3:30 pm Community Suite
Job Hunting Workshop
5:30 pm Community Suile
Orientation. Meeting
7:30 pm Community Suite
Teacher Mock Interview Day
I - 7 pm Career Services
Health and Human Services
Career Day
8:30 am - 5 pm Career Services
Teacher Job Fair Sign-ups
6-9 pm Ballroom
Junior Orientation Meeting
5 pm Community Suite
Collegiate Employ-Ncl
University of Toledo
Savage Hall
Junior Orientation Meeting
5 pm Communily Suite
Teacher Job Fair
8:30 am - 5 pm Ballroom

Career Services has it own
homepage where you can locate
information about the office, its
services, and employers who are
recuiting on campus.

http://viwvf.bRsu.edu/ofnccs/carecrs/

for merchandising and display at major
retail chains in your assigned territory.
Other duties and advancement
opportunities follow as soon as you're ready.
To qualify, you'll need a BS, a get-it-done
attitude and an outgoing personality.

This special supplement was published by
Career Services
Bowling Green State University
360 Saddlemire Building
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(419)372-2356

Editior note: Thanks is extended to the BG News,
Kinkos and Career Services.

Business, merchandising, retail or grocery
store experience are all assets. The ability to
relocate is essential. We offer complete
training, an attractive salary and
excellent benefits as well as a car
allowance and expenses.

Plan to visit with us
at the 1995 Expo on
October 10.
We'll look forward to talking
with you... and getting you started

Discover the IDijffejreri.ce
Discover the difference of working for a
company that cares about helping you
reach your full potential 01 joining an
organization that respects and encourages cultural diversity. And of growing
with an enterprise that embraces
employee development and promotion
trom within.

Discover
Nationwide Insurance.

on your killer career.

THE INNOVATIVE EDGE

CTBSr "I cunt lo Nationwide as i college iittm.
mi Aiomni
The talented people, diverse work
opportunities, end systems commitment hire impressed me.
In the two rein since / was ottered i lull lime position, I've found
my /ob lo be chaltnging and rewarding Ttvouqb Nationwide'*
ongoing [raining programs. I can conlinvojsly update my skills
end grow with the company "

We're seeking quality-minded individuals
lor lull-time and internship opportunities
in Die following areas:
•CLAIMS
•UNKRWIimiN

•UCIUMNS/niUNCE
• SYSTEMS t PROGRAMMING
• IWttTMeifrWWBUCT
OPERATIONS
It you would like to leam more about the
Nationwide difference, please send your
resume to Randy Swecker, Corporate
Recruiter, Nationwide Insurance, One
Nationwide Plaza, Columbus, OH
43216. Or call 614-249-7721. TDD-1
800-538-2109.

<*

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE
Nationwide is on your aid*
An Cow* OMW I**, CM*** «**W

An Equal Opportunity Employer

(Job Market Trends -continuedfrom page I)

Look Beyond the Campus Interview
No matter what your degree, you may need to
look beyond the on-campus recruitment process to
find career opportunities. While there was an increase in the number of employers recruiting on
campus in 1995, and it is important to take advantage of on-campus interview opportunities when
they are available, there are some employers who
no longer rely as heavily on the on-campus interview to recruit students as they did in the past. Instead, career centers report that some employers
request resumes of students who meet their criteria.
These employers review their resumes and choose
students to interview at the site. Other employers
provide the Career Service Office with job posting.
The Career Service Office made over 50.000 referrals last year. More and more employers are going
with on-line information about their organizations
and job postings, although these positions at the
present are primarily in the technical fields.
There is also a whole world of employers who
do not visit the college campus, do not attend career fairs, and do not use job postings or resume
services. Many colleges and universities are reaching out to small employers but, generally speaking,
small employers remain a large, untapped pool of
opportunities that you want to seek out.

Go Where the Opportunities Exist
Job opportunities-like salaries- fluctuate from
region to region and among urban, suburban, and
rural settings. Maybe your degree does qualify you
for one of the high demand/low supply occupations but remember that the opportunities for
those occupations are not likely to be available
everywhere. It is a fact of life that you rarely can
have everything that you want - and that means
you will have to weigh what is most important to
you and make a decision. You need to give serious
thought to relocation to an area that has the types
of opportunities you seek. The decision to relocate
is yours; if you decide not to relocate, realize you
are deciding to forgo opportunities.

What Employers Want
In today's market, it's up to you to demonstrate that you can make an immediate contribution
to an organization - that is what today's employers
are looking for in job candidates.
Even though employers are beginning to hire
again, they continue to be very particular about
who they bring on board. Employers look for a
couple of qualities that they believe are good indicators that the candidate has the "right stuff'. In a

Making Diversity Work
Dr. Edwin Nichols. Ph.D.. a Clinical/Industrial Psychologist, will present a seminar "Making
Diversity Work", on issues of diversity in the
workplace. Dr. Nichols has developed a unique
model for understanding how socialization "colors" an individual's view of the world, shapes the
formation of "isms" in the workplace, and influences decision making processes. The presentation
will be held in 101 Olscamp Hall, from 10:00 am
to 11:45 am and from 2:00 pm to 3:45 pm. All
students, faculty, staff and employers are invited to
attend.
Dr. Nichols model, "The Philosophical Aspects of Cultural Difference" articulates multiethnic and cross cultural differences from an
inter-group and a philosophical perspective He
will examine European, African, Hispanic, Native
American and Asian theory, characteristics and
logic. Participants will be guided through a series
of experiences designed to demonstrale unconscious cultural biases that govern decision making;
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recent survey, employers chose oral communication skills as job candidate's most import characteristic. They also said that interpersonal and
teamwork skills are essential and they look at involvement in campus organizations and activities
as an indicator of these skills. You will also find
that employers place much emphasis on candidates' having relevant work experience. Successful
co-op or internships, according to employers, are
proof that the candidates can do the job.
It is critical that you demonstrate your ability
to make an immediate contribution to the organization. If your GPA is not breathtaking and/or you
have no co-op or internship experiences to point to,
look at your campus and classroom activities. Have
your worked on a project? Been involved in organizing campus activities? Served as a volunteer for
a community group? Taken courses or seminars in
computer applications? Used computers to complete course work? Held a summer or part-time job
that enabled you to use your skills and abilities?
Examine your activities to find examples of abilities and skills that match the qualifications the employer is seeking.
Regardless of how many of the desired skills
you possess, interviewing skills are crucial. Remember that you need to communicate to the employer how well your skills match the
organization's needs. That is why its important for
you to research the company you will be interviewing with to find out what the company does, what
positions are available, what the company looks for
in new hires, and how you will be able to meet the
organization's needs.
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to analyze socialization as a reinforcement of values which effect behavior; to explore basic attitudes that foster feelings of mistrust within the
workplace; to examine the quality of inter group
relations among multi-ethnic and gender groups;
and to encourage a personal commitment to be a
change agent for an organization.
The Career Services Office will sponsor iwo
other professional seminars: Job Hunting in
Cyberspace on October 24,1995 at 7:00 pm in
room 113 of Olscamp Hall. The presentation will
focus on using the Internet and World Wide Web
to obtain employer information and job hunting
assistance. The On-Site Interview seminar will beheld on February 12.1996 at 7:00 pm in the Student Union Ballroom. A panel of professionals
will describe the on-site interview process as it
occurs within their organizations. Strategies for
handling multiple interviews with senior managers
or administrators, human resource professionals,
immediate supervisors, or interview committees,
scheduling travel arrangements and organizing
expense reports will be among the topics discussed.
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Overnight Success
Tharaldson Enterprises, Inc.
United States Largest Motel Developer
The Opportunities
Career opportunities within ITiaraldson Knlerprises. Inc. are cxeiltiit- and provide the climate for the realization of each person's potential. We are recruiting Tor the following positions
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Mima gem cnt Trainee Program
Bench Manager
T-A
(leneral Manager

I he Benefits

We are dedicated to employing, developing and promoting the top
performers. We olTer many benefits: health/dental insurance, RAP.
matching 40IK. flexible spending program.
We realize our growth and success is determined by the employee.
We invite you to team more about our opportunities on (>cl I Oth at
the Career Km
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Is College Worth It?
Yes, college is worth it and we arc not talking
philosophically about the value of higher education
-we are talking dollars and cents. And employment security. Searching for a job can be an arduous process that can deflate the biggest ego and
depress the most optimistic of people, but here is
something you should keep in mind: College
graduates eventually cam more and are less likely
to be unemployed than those without a college degree.
The job market you are graduating into is better than in the past few years, but finding a job is
not going to be easy. It takes work and determination. You are an individual and your individual
abilities and efforts will shape the outcome of your
job search. Ultimately, the job market is what you
make it.
Reprinted Job Choice*:/9V6. wilh permission of iht National
Association of Colleges and bjnploycr*. eopynghl holder..
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$33 billion in assets
and the most
important ones
walk out the door
every night.
Comerica Incorporated is among the nation's top
25 banks with approximately $33 billion in assets. But
our most valuable resources are the talented people
that make up our company.
As a vital member of our team, you can achieve
your goals in a corporate setting that promotes open
communication and values innovative thinking. We
offer a wide range of challenging opportunities for
visionary business and economic graduates.
If you would like to find out about becoming a vital
asset to a $33 billion banking leader, please stop by our
table or send your resume to: Comerica Incorporated,
Jill Niebieszczanski, P.O. Box 75000, Detroit, MI
48275-3121. We support a drug-free environment. Drug
testing is a required step in the employment process.

ComencA
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
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National Cityi

What to Be or Not
To Be?

National City Bank, Northwest,
the area's leading financial institution, has
career opportunities for Management Trainees.
Ideal candidates will have a Bachelor of
Business Administration degree with a
minimum GPAof 3.0 and motivation to excel in
a dynamic corporation.
Send resume to:

National City Back
405 Madison Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43604
ATTN: Human Resources

EOEM/F/H/V

YouTl love the stuff our
careers are made of.

Undecided aaotayoor career pa* or academic majors Want career advice from BGSU
Alumni' Then, be sure to attend the "What to Be
or Not to Be" Career Fair on Monday, November
6,1995 any time between 1:30 - 5:00 pm. in 101
Otacams Hall.
Several BGSU alumni many of wham are
graduates for the College of Arts and Science, are
returning to campus to talk to you about their academic background and how they began their careen. They will also describe methods to get
hands-on experience in various career fields. This
is a great opportunity to gain up-to-date information from alumni who were "in your shoes" at one
time.
Register to win a free job shadowing cuorrience with ananai ia different careers Job shadow ina; aHows yen to we the day -to -day wark
enviremncatand meet ample man itaimmn
It wweOaiuleadtoicu aarealunship experience
er full-time employment
The following is a listing of Alumni who have
confirmed to date to participate in " What to Be or
Not to Be" Career Fair. November 6.1995.
TosaBunyard(RTVF)
Sales Manager WRGM-AM Sports Radio
UrryOlevrtchlRTVn
National Sales Manager Channel 5. Cleveland

Barry Rosen (RTVF/Marketing)
President. The Rosen Group
John Bowers (RTVF, MA Sports Management I
Account Executive. Cleveland Indians
Judge DeniseDartttPoHtkal Science!
Toledo Municipal Court
Tom Vogtsberger (Political Science)
Attorney at Law
James Morr. (Poatcal Science/ History)
Senior Vice Pies. Monore Bank & Trust
Kristen Brochetti (Journalism/PRl
Roman & Wilson & PeshotT. Inc.
Scott Hayes, (Liberal Arts)
Sales Manager. Readers Digest
Sandra Davits, t History/English)
RegionalCoordinator. Ohio Historical Society
F. John Fatigati, (F.ngbih/Latin)
Vice President. The Garibaldi Group (Real Estate)
Paul Nagy, DJX& (German) Orthodontist
Dan Meyers (Musk / German)
Dir. of Foreign Language Lab. University of Toledo
Tarn KuaUer (Alt) Artist Life Fenaamas. Inc.
Andrew Carpenter (Fine A rtVTech oology)
Graphic Designer/Producer. Edcom Productions
Anneaurie Aznrtso (AH History)
Cleveland Art Institute
Vkki IJabrecht (Interior Design)
Interior Designer. The Toledo Hospital
David Mnsner (Gaogrephy)
Director. Wood Co. Planning Commission
Mitch Magdica (Science Ed)
Outreach Coordinator. The Toledo Zoo
Todd Landb (Business/HR)
College Relations Manager. Kohls Department Stores
Matthew Marvin (Badness)
Operations Training, Paramount/Kings Island
RegioMl Director. RMS of Ohio, Inc.
Ann Haadersan (Psy/Cero. Sd)
Senior Chent Representative - MM
fred Magwyir (Caaanter Sdee«e/Maeh)
Treasurer. Marathon Oil
Nicole LecUfe CaaaMnghani (MA, Coimtrn.)
Chemical Department Therapist. Fireland Canke
JenafciiUieMerflPC)

Senior Medical Rep. Hoechst Marion Roussd
(Formerly Marion Merrell Dow, Inc.)
•tazaaaeSopadPC)
Director of Annual Giving. BGSU Alumni Affairs
lAmclnman^PamAUnAsKCUilrDirrcur.CaFttrSrmm)

Advice for Freshmen and Sophomores

The ireraedotis success of the Pizza Hw system can be attributed to two factors:
great people & great pizza. The food speaks for itself. But. the people, well that's
where you come in!
Successful candidates will have:

la return we offer

■ The ability to build and motivate a team
a Strong leadership and axraiajaicatioas skills
■ Management experience preferred

■SubHiry with the world's largest Piazj chain
■ Rapid career advancement
tirvnrantjl salary and benefits
■ Incendvebenusforall levels of management

Oppominiles exist in Operations, Management. Marketing, and Human Resources

Join The Pizza Hut Family!
-Stop by our booth or send a resume to :
Hallrich Incorporated
Corporate Recruiter
F.0.378
Kent. OH 44240
fiu: (216) 673-5294

If you are just starting your college career,
you may not have given much thought to job hunting. Yau ihnwM ! - The choices you make right
now can have an effect on your future Job search
Many aftse othatcanbes that eranktjan my they
last for in perspective eatpioyees are relevant
work exasaiince. leadership cxnereince, paraopation in extracurricular activities and organizations.
These experiences will ant make it an to yaw reinim anlaaa )nilm|'iaa>i
Here w, what aaipKjyert; say you should do to
ready yourself:
•
Gain enpeoeoce in your field of study by
participating in co-op or internship programs. Relevant experience can also be gained through psrttimc or volunteer work connected to your career
interest. A summer job or internship in your field
is an excellent way to combine study with work
experience.
•
Build your teamwork skills: became actively involved in campus organizations and exiracurricular activities.
•
Maintain a high GPA
•
Develop strong conimunication skills,
both verbal and written skills.
•
Acquire and develop computer skills.

•
Keep track of your field's job market;
that includes researching appropriate employers
and their needs. Remember mat things change. By
arsearchmg emjloycts, you'll gel a jump ON
matching your skua and abilities to the needs of
those you think you would like to work for ia dst
furturt. Employer Spotlights are open to all students to attend. Spotaghts held throughout *e
year are informational sessions which focus on a
parekuuu-cofnpany.
Finally, if you are unsure of yon career path
er occupational interests avail yourself toons er
all of the services offered by the Career Services
office. Some of these career planning services are
designed especially for freshmen and sophomore
level students. UNIV. 131 is a two credit Imur
course entitled Career and Life Planning. The
course is a structured experience which guides
you through the academic and career choice process through self-assessment exercises and class
discussions. You can learn more about how your
own personality, intarests, needs, achievements,
and abilities matches vsriaus career and lire
choices.

EXP01995 Employer Guide
Aerotek, Inc. ■ Baltimore. MI) Aerotek. a national
technical contract services company, was founded in
1983. Today. Aerotek is the country's fastest growing provider of technical services. Aerotek is a Top
12 Staffing Company in the US. with revenues exceeding $500 million We have regional offices
throughout the United States, serving several multistate areas aad various subsidiaries which employ
over 9000 people. The Company's success has
prompted it to open offices in Canada and Great
Britain and future plans to open additional offices
throughout the European Comamoity is in die works.
Career Opportunities: Aerotek M seeking high energy, hard working, self-motivated individuals who
are willing to dedicate themselves to succeeding and
taking responsibilities for several staffing sales positions. Responsibilities of this entry level position
include recruiting, interviewing/evaluating applicants,
staffing, client relations, maaketing and assisting
with office management Position leads to outside
sales.
ACAGa»ljtratToraled-itie>ptad«te,OH.AGA
Gas, lac. is a manufacturer and distributor of industrial gases. We are the 5th largest industrial gas
producer in the world. We have 12.000 employee,
world wide. Career Opportunities: computer information systems, logistics and operations.
A ON) Corporation - Caatoa, OH. A subsidiary of
Collins & Aidman with four plant locations in Ohio
(Canton. Holmes v die, Zones v ille and Ravenna), die
AKRO Division is the premier producer of rubberbaked floor mats for the automcsivc industry Our
products feature embroidered or embossed customer
logos and are color keyed to individual auto interior.
The company also produces mats & runners for
home, commercial & industrial application* Caretr
Oppnrtunities: Management Trainee. Will walk with
various producuon departments encompassing the
fuH tcepe of manufacturing of aatomMive car mats
and commercial houseware product*. Will lean to
provide mum coon, training, diraction and supervision for hourly production employees through cemmunication and motivation, acquirements.
Technology. Predticiiori/Proctironertt, GPA 2M.
ALU lecorparated - HiDca*ty,OH. A leader in we
limited assortment grocery stoat tomat. Over 400
stares aae in operation in the US. Our conceal isle
carry the 600 fastest moving items in the grocery
product line and sell them at the lowest retails possible. Though price isimponant, quality isalwaystl
at Aids. We will not sell a generic or inferior quality
product. Career Opportunities: District Manager
Trainee: this is an 8-9 month traming program which
leads directly into multiple store supervision. An
Aldi District Manager is in charge of 4-6 Aldi retail
stores and has direct responsibilities tn hiring, training, inventory control, expense control, opening new
stores and many other related responsibilities.
American Express Financial Advisers, lac. - Toledo, OH. American Express Financial Advisors,
Inc., America',s leading financial planning company,
is seeking qualified candidates for a financial advisor
career position. We offer first year salary, expense
allowance, opportunity to cam commissions and bonuses, benefits package, training and management
opportunities. Career Opportunities: Full-time position as a personal financial advisor. You'll have over
150 products and services to draw upon in helping
your clients achieve their financial goals.
American Family Insurance - Indianapolis, IN.
Midwest casualty and property insurance company
currently operating in 13 states. Career Opportunities: Claims Representatives. Sales Representatives.
• A merican G reelings - Cleveland, OH. Headquartered in Cleveland. Ohio, is the world's largest publicly owned manufacturer and distributor of greeting

cards and related social expression products. The
company also manufactures and distributes gift wrap
and accessories, candles, picture frames, non-prescription reading glasses, and hair accessory products. In 1992. American Greetings introduced a
major market innovation in the form of CreataCard.
a computerized system that gives consumers the
opportunity to create and personalize greeting cards
to meet their special needs. The products of American Greetings, its subsidiaries and licensees are distributed through a global network of 97,000 retail
outlets in more than 70countries and are printed in 16
languages. Total sales are $1.78 billion. American
Greetings employs 21.100 people and operates 31
plants and facilities in the United States. Canada, the
United Kingdom, and Mexico. Career Opportunities: Information Services (l/S) Representative - performs a variety of functions that may he technical,
analytical, operational, and project-oriented, requiring specialized technology based services or operational skills.
•Amoco Corporation - Houston, TX. Amoco's
Purchasing and Materials Management Services
(PM MS I department is part of Shared Services. Shared
Services is a concept in which we provide services to
Amoco's Business Sectors. The PMMS department
is implementing a new sourcmg strategy focusing on
the total cost of ownership concept and supplier
alliances. Career Opportunities:!)* Purchasing and
Materials Management department offers an array of
career opportunities from buyers, analysts, project
coordinators, team leaders, supplier account managers and managers. Amoco is a global company.
Anderson Consulting * Co, S.C. - Cleveland.
OH. Andersen Consulting is a global leader in management and technology consulting. At Andersen
Consulting "eensaltinaj" means helping organizations rethink lac way they do business by linking
technology, strategy, business processes, and people.
Career Omptttunints: Analyst position.
Andersona - Manama, OH. The Andersons is a
Maumee. Ohio based company involved with retailing and agribusiness with a keen interest in new
bon/oos of service. In addition to grain handling and
retail mass merchandising, our businesses include
agricultural fertilizer, lawn care products, corncob
milling, and rail car repair. Career Opportunities:
Retail Merchandising, Retail Management. Oraia
Originations, Accounting, Information Systems, Engineering Technology.
•Arrow lateraatloaal - Brooklyn. OH International manufacturer of charitable gaming products.
Carter Opportunities: Entry level accounting, production management, graphic artists, marketing and
human resources.
AT&T Global lafonnatloo .Solutions - Dayton.
OH. As part of the infrastructure function of AT AT
GIS. World Wide Information Solutions (WWIS)
provides a world-class global information infrastructure that enables associates to get. move, and use
information. WWIS owns and operates the
enterprise's information infrastructure, data servers,
and databases. Career Opportunities: AwbcaUon
Development Consultant, Technology Consultant,
Business Systems Consultant,
•lank One, Dayton, NA - Dayton. OH Full-service commercial bank. Bank One, Dayton, NA is an
affiliate of Bank One Corporation Asset size: $3.1
billion, return on assets: 1.73, employee base: 1.925.
Carter Opportunities: Retail Management Associate, Commercial Credit Associate, Private Label
Credit Services Associate (Bankcards).
Becker (PA Review Coarse - Wolverine Lake,
ML Becker CPA Review is the largest and oldest
Review Course. We have locations in over I30cibes
across the USA. Over 175,000 Becker students have

passed the CPA Exam since 1957. We also had the
I si. 2nd and 3rd place students in the nation from the
November 1994 exam. Career Opportunities: A national CPA Review Course that CPA candidates take
to prepare for the CPA Exam.
Bridgestaae/Firestoae - Wayne, PA. Automotive
Retail/Service organization. Career Opportunitits:
Entry level sales positions, store locations all over
Cleveland.
Campbell .Soap Company - Napoleon, OH. The
CampbeH Soup Company is located 40 miles southwest of Toledo. Approximately 2600 people are
employed on three shifts using continuous sanitation
practices for around-the-clock manufacturing, the
Napoleon plant manufactures Campbell Soups. Pork
and Bean products. Franco American products. Prego
Spaghetti Sauces, Tomato Knees, "V-8" Vegetable
Juices, Open Pit Barbecue Sauces and its own steel
containers. Carter Opportunitits: Entry level management positions with excellent career opportunities in manufacturing, quality assurance, accounting
and engineering.
Cincinnati Bel Information Systems lac - CiackeaattOH. CBIS is a global provider of bining and
provisioning management solutions for the communications industry. Carttr Opportunitits: Management Information Systems, Computer Science,
Systems Analysis
•Circuit City Stores, lac. - Wcaamai, V A. Circuit
City Stores, Inc. is the largest specially retailer of
brand name consumer electronics aad major appliances in America. A major NYSE company with
over 40 years in the business. Circuit City is the
industry leader in sales, profitability, financial
strength, and market dominance. The continued sue
cess of our company depends on us ability hi recruit.
train, and retain superior associates in aU areas.
Headquartered in Richmond. Virginia. Circuit City
kejnaanja. to have annual sales inexcess of $4 hill ion,
the ceaapaay operate" over 300 Moan m mere than 75
markets across the nation. Our three year expansion
plan indudm approximately 180 superstores and wrH
move Circuit City into every major metropolitan
market except New Yosk. We also expect to open
approximately 20 stores designed to serve smaller
trade areas Carter Oppormmhu: A finance trainee
can expect three to four assignments over a 24+
nwotb period in variant positions ia die Accounting
Division, which includes Accounting. Treasury and
our win illy -owned credit card bank, fust North Amen
can National Bank (FNANB). Assignments give
trainees an opportunity to work independently, as
well as le supervise people and gain management
experience. Positions are primarily located in our
Corporate Office in Richmond. Virginia. A limited
number of positions are available in Marietta. Georgia. Salary reviews are currently performed on an
annual basis (on or about April I). Success and
employment in the program will be based upon
performance, which will be reviewed at the end of
each assignment.
City of Toledo, Divtsioa of Haaaans Resources Toledo,OH. Municipal government. CarttrOpportunilits: TechnicaVprofessional; managerial; police
officer, clerical.
Clark Refining & Marketing Inc. - Brecksville,
OH. Clark is a refiner and marketer of quality transportation fuels and services and other petroleum
products. Carttr Opportunitits: Training Store Manager, Store Manager. Assistant Store Manager. Sales
Associate
Columbus Police Department - Columbus, OH
The Columbus Division of Police is looking for
dedicated men and women to serve the citizens of
Columbus, Ohio. We offer an attractive wage scale
that is competitive with private business and other

major police departments. Carttr Opportunitits:
Police Officer opportunities.
•Comerica, Inc. - Detroit, Ml. Comerica Incorporated is a $33 billion bank holding company headquartered in Detroit that operates bonking affiliates in
Michigan. Texas. California, Illinois and Florida.
Comerica is a diversified financial services provider
offering a whole range of financial products and
services for businesses and individuals through more
than 400 offices nationwide. Comerica's global
financial services operations serve customers worldwide. Carttr Opportunities: Branch Management
Trainees, Controller Rotational Analysts, Credit
Analysts. Programmer Trainees.
CompuServe. Incorporated - Columbus, OH.
CompuServe is a leader in the computer services
industry with a reputation for providing business
information and network services to major corporations, government agencies, and individual customers throughout the world. Carttr Opportunities:
Software Development. Product Marketing. Sales.
Administrative. Cuttomer Service.
Con-Way Central Ex-press - Ann Arbor, Ml. Conway Central Express. Midwest and New England's
leading next-day LTL motor carrier. Career Opportunities: Entry level sales. After successfully completing industry traming and company orientation,
initial responsibilities include an assignment within
cur Accounts Management Center. Account Managers receive intensive training for future placement in
our outside sales field organization.
Crowe Chizek - Utbawt, IN. Crowe Chizek is the
twelfth largest and one of die fastest growing CPA
and business consulting firms in the United States
with more than 800 professionals in our nine offices
located in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, and
Florida. By 1999. we anticipate that number w ill
grow to more dian 1000. With one Banner to every 9
professionals, we are small enough for Partners to
know the staff yet targe enough and diversified enough
mcreateuruqueorjpertuaslieshMruutivrdualfc. Caretr
Opportunities: Staff Consultants-Information Systems and Management Consulting. To help our
c bents compete in a rapidly changing world, our
mission is to he their most highly valued partner in
providing information tecfnxeogies. business systems, and processes. We seek highly motivated
people with Information .Systems, Industrial Management, or Industrial engineering background to
become pan of our Systems Integration. Manufacturing, and Business Process consulting teams.
•Delphi Chassis Systems - Dayton, OH. Delphi
Chassis Systems is ami milled to leadi ng the industry
in the production of quality ride and handling systems. We are a world leader in the supply of chassis
systems, modules and components. Career Opportunities: Production Management. Purchasing/Produc
lion Control.
Detroit Tigers, lac - Detroit, Ml. Professional
sports. Carttr Opportunitits: Ticket Sales Coordinators, Tele-Sales Representatives.
•E. & J. Gallo Wbtery - Lisle, IL. Gallo offers an
accelerated program designed to give participants a
thorough foundation in consumer goods sales and
sales management in preparation for a career in field
marketing management. Successful candidates will
be directed, motivated, results-oriented self-staners
who possess both a strong sales personality and have
demonstrated above-average leadership aptitude.
Carttr Opportunitits: Territory Manager.
Ernst & Young LLP - Chicago. IL. Carter
Opportunties.Performance Improvement (PI), and
Informational Technology (IT) Consultant. As a PI
you will work on strategic projects, helping clients
advance their business vision by applying business
reengineering techniques to redisgn their prosesses.

f
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organizational structures, and information technology. As a IT you will help clients use information
technology to solve problems and support business
strategies thai improve bottom line results.
FMRO Marketing Company-Toledo, OH. Hmrn
Marketing Company is a gasoline, diesel fuel and
convenience store marketer. We operate over 1700
locations throughout the Mid-west and Southeast.
Carter Opportunities: District Manager Trainee,
Manager Trainee.
Enterprise Rent-a-Car- Livonia, MI. International;
rent-a-car in the insurance placement industry. In
business since 1957 with over 2300 offices and
21.700 employees. Privately owned. Over 30%
growth rate each year for past 8 years. HiringforNW
Ohio and SE Michigan. Career Opportunities: Entry
level manager tninee - inside/outside sales, customer
service, maiketing, administrative duties - leading to
general management. Promotion 100* from within,
based on performance. Excellent entry level opportunity for the college graduate interested in a business
career.
Fastenal Co. - Toledo, OH. Industrial wholesales
distibutor of fastenes and tools. Over 350 branches,
located in 44 states. Sales growthover the last ten
years has exceeded 30 percent. Career Opportunities: Industrial Sales and Manager Trainees.
Federated Insurance - Copley, OH. Multiple lines
direct writing insurance company specializing in the
commercial insurance marketplace. Career Opportunities: Marketing Development Trainee -10 month
salaried training program before being awarded a
marketing territory.
Finast Supermarkets, Incorporated • Maple
Heights, OH. Finast Supermarkets, located in eight
counties in Northeast Ohio, operates 41 stores primarily in the Cleveland metropolitan market. Finast is
one of the largest food retailers in the area, and
operates in a highly competitive Northeastern Ohio
market. With over 7000 Finast associates we serve
hundreds of thousands of customers each week, including a significant population based in Cleveland's
inner city. Owned by Ahold, a multinational retail
food company headquartered in the Netherlands,
Finast's presence is of substantial long-term economic and social importance to the Northeastern
Ohio area. Career Opportunities: Store operations Store managers.
Finish Line - North vood, OH. The Finish Line is a
progressively growing athletic footwear, apparel,
and accessories retailer. Finish Line now operates
over 200 stores in 23 states and will continue to grow
at a rapid rate each year. Career Opportunities: We
will be looking for people to join our management
training program. We need students who possess a
positive attitude, a strong work ethic, and a desire to
excel in a highly competitive marketplace.
Foot Lacker - Northwood, OH. Leading athletic
retailer with stores located worldwide. Career opportunities : managers, district managers, buyers,
merchandiser, etc.. within the organization.
•Forest City Auto Parts - Beachwood, OH. Forest
City Auto Parts is a leading automotive after market
retailer, selling over 10 million auto pans for both
domestic and foreign can. Established in 1927,
Forest City has grown to 65 stores in five states.
Career Opportunities: Accepting resumes for Store
Managers). Manager Trainees, Assistant Managers)
and Sales Associates.
•GEON Company- Avon Lake, OR Cleveland
based Fortune 500 plastics company marketing vinyl
polymer to the construction, appliance, computer and
automotive industry. Career Opportunities: Various
business positions
•GoodremoDti'i he. - Toledo, OH. Sales Representative - copiers, facsimile and digital products.
Career Opportunities: Local office equipment dealer
specializing in communication products for business.
•Great American Insurance - Cincinnati, OH.

Property and Casualty Insurance Company Carter
Opportunities: Personal Lines Claims Trainee, Underwriter Trainee.
Great Lake • West Employee Bebeflts- Eagkwood,
Co. Great-West is a full-service employee benefits
company offeringa wide range of life, health, disability and retirement benefits to employers. Drawing on
a legacy of experience and growth, we provide customers with die highest levels of security, stability,
cost efficiency and service in meeting health care and
retirement goals. Career Opportunities: (Sales) Account Representative. Employee Benefits
Hallrich Incorporated -Kent, OR Wc stand as one
of the most successful Pizza Hut Franchises in the
country with 74 restaurant and delivery/carry-out
units in Northeast Ohio. Career Opportunities:
Opportunities exist now for candidates with preferred majors in Hospitality Management. General
Business, Marketing and Human Resources with
desire to work in company where careers and available for hard working people; where recognition is
based on achievement not tenure; and promotion is a
direct result of ability, attitude and effort.
Hamiltion County, Department of Human Services- Cincinnati, OR Public welfare agency offering 100+ social service programs to the 1 million*
residents of Hamilton County. Career Opportunities: Children's Services Worker, Eligibility Technician.
•Hewlett-Packard Company - Ft Collins, CO.
Our division designs and manufactures semiconductors to be used in Hewlett-Packard's printers, computers, and measurement equipment, thciiivisinn has
sites in Corv all is. OR. Fort Collins, CO, and Singapore.
Career Opportunities: We have one Buyer position
and one Planner position available in Corvallis, OR
or Fort Collins, CO.
Holiday Inns of Perrysburg, OR Bennett Enterprises operates two Holiday Inns in Perrysburg and
one in Monroe, Michigan. We also operate the
Hampton Inn-Toledo South in Maumee, Ohio. Our
restaurant division operates 21 Big Boy Restaurants,
Timko's Soup' n Such, Ralphie's Sport Eateries and
Pub and Kenny Rogers Roasters. Career Opportunities: Hotel and Restaurant Management.
Household Finance - Maumee, OR Financial Services, Consumer & Second Mortgage Loans, Insurance Products. Carttr Opportunities: Sales position,
management trainee.
• Infold, Incorporated - Fletcher, OR Founded in
1982, we are a privately owned, multi-million dollar
computer company that sells and supports close to
2000 computer products. We also assemble our own
line of IBM-compatible desktop and notebook computer systems. Career Opportunities: Sales & Technical Support of Computers and Peripherals.
Purchasing. Programming of AS400 using RPG400.
Accounting.
• JC Penney Company, lacorparated • Columbus,
OR National Department Store. Carter Opportunities: Merchandise Manager Trainee. Summer Intern.
•Key Services, a subsidiary of KeyCorp -Cleveland, OR KeyCorp is a financial services company
based in Cleveland, Ohio with an asset base of 61.3
billion and a banking presence in 18 states from
Maine to Alaska. Keycorp's major business activities include providing traditional banking and associated financial services to consumer, business and
commercial markets. Key Services, the Information
Technology and Operations subsidiary of KeyCorp,
supports all business units of the corporation through
the deployment of leading edge technology (PC-and
mainframe-based systems, DB2. and CASE tools) to
manage information in ways that differentiate the
company strategically. Carttr Opportunities- Technology Associate: Entry level programmer/analyst:
systems analysis, knowledge of MS Windows - 2.8
GPA. Operations Associate: Entry level line manager/team leader. Accounting, economics, finance

majors-2.8 GPA.
•KeyCorp - Cleveland, OR KepCorp's Corporate
Banking Training Program provides undergraduate
and graduate level associates with the concepts, skills
and tools needed to function effectively within
KeyCorp's Corporate Banking Group. Society Bank's
Retail Associate Management Training Program is
designed to train, develop and prepare entry level
professionals to assume leadership roles throughout
Society's retail banking system. Career Opportunities: Corporate Banking Trailing Program, Retail
Associate Training Program.
•Kohl Departaseut Stores - MinGiian Falls,
Wl. Kohl's mission is to be a value-oriented, familyfocused specialty department store. Kohl's has over
100 locations in the Midwest and are planning to
open 20-25 stores per year over the next five years.
Carttr Opportunities Sum: Management Trainess,
Merchancise Analyst, Distribution Management and
Assistant Buyer.
•Kroger Company - WesterrUe, OR Retail Grocer. CareerOpportunilits: Management Trainees for
store. Management position in retail grocery.
•Lady Foot Locker- Harper Woods, Ml Nationwide athletic shoe and apparel chain for women.
Career Opportunities Future store and district management. Promotional opportunities also in merchandising and buying.
• I.CI Internaooriai - Maumee, OR LCI International is a long distance company. LCI has its own
network and handles both residential accounts and
commercial accounts. It is the 6th largest long
distance company and is the fastest growing company at this time. Carttr Opportunities: Account
Executives, Sales Support, Administrative.
•Ufe of Virginia - Toledo, OR Life of Virginia
offers for sale life insurance and annuities and also
makes available disability and health insurance products through other carriers. Variable products and
mutual funds are available through Forth Financial
Securities and are for sale by Registered Representatives. CareerOpportunilits: Sales Agents who would
utilize a financial needs analysis to help individuals
and businesses properly plan for financial soundness.
Lucas County Board MR/DD - Toledo, OH. Provides programs, supports and services to enhance the
independence, community acceptance and physical,
mental and emotional well-being of individuals who
have mental retardation or developmental disabilities. Carttr Opportunitits: Habitation Specialists,
Case Manager. Communication Specialist, Early Intervention Specialist, Teacher Substitute, Habilitation Technician Substitute, Teacher Assistant
Substitute.
•MBNA Marketing Systems - Beachwooa, OH.
MBNA Marketing Systems, a subsidiary of MBNA
America, is the worlds leading issuer of the Gold
Master Card. MBNA is the second-largest leader
through band credit cards. Career Opportunities:
Customer Assistance Representatives. Customer Satisfaction Representatives, Outward Acquisition Specialists.
•MEUER INC. - Grand Rapids, ML Meijer is
headquartered in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and is one
of the largest privately-owned retail companies in the
Midwest, currently employing over 60,000 people.
Meijer successfully pioneered the "One-Stop Shopping" concept in 1961 as both a retailer of general
merchandise and groceries, and currently operates
stores in Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, and Indiana, with
expansion in to Kentucky planned for 1996. Career
Opportunities: Retail Management. Inloimalion Systems Professionals.
•Mercantile Stores, Incorporated (Lion Store) Louisville, KV. Major retailer with stores located in
Louisville & Lexington, Kentucky and Cincinnati &
Toledo, Ohio. Will open new store in Dayton, Ohio,
Fall 1996. Carttr Opportunitits: Associate Department Managers.

•MONY NE Ohio Financial Group - Independence, OH Mutual of New York was established in
1843 as the FIRST MUTUAL life Insurance company in America MONEY NE Ohio Financial Group
was the sixth Mutual of New York Agency to be
established. Our firm serves all of Northeast Ohio,
with a full-time professional Field Underwriter staff
of 26 and an Administrati ve staff of 9. Career Oppor
tunities: Professional sales in life insurance, securities and other related financial products with a 4 year
training program leading to Sales Management opportunities. Looking for Cleveland, Akron, and
Youngstown area reprcsentati ves.
•M utsud Late Insurance Company of New YorkToledo, OH. One of MONY's greatest strengths IKS
in its ability to service a diversity of needs. Through
our member companies, Mutual of New York can
provide innovative financial solutions for every segment of our clientele; from single individuals to large
families, and from small businesses to major corporations. Career Opportunitits: Sales, Sales Management.
•National City Bank - Toledo, OR National City
Corporation is a S3I billion bank holding company
headquartered in Cleveland. Ohio. The Corporation's
principal banking subsidiaries are located in Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis, and Louisville. The
Corporation also has a major banking presence in
Akron, Dayton, Lexington, Toledo, and Youngstown.
Carttr Opportunities: Management Trainees.
•Nationwide Insurance Company - Columbus,
OH. Nationwide has grown from a company which
offered low-cost automobile insurance to a highly
diversified enterprise which offers a wide range of
services. These include more than 200 types of
insurance products, radio broadcasting, management
commercial real estate, and administration of Medicare claims Career Opportunities: Castoma service
reprcsentati ves, programmers, programmer analysts,
business systems analyst
Nary Officer Programs - Col u m bus, OR The US.
Navy has positions for students and graduates interested in becoming naval officers on full-time duty.
Students may earn over $1.50(1 per month while
completing their degree with no military duties until
after graduation. Graduates may apply directly for
officer candidate school. CareerQppornvunes. Qualified students may earn scholarships worth overS 1^00
per month in a variety of fields. There are no military
duties until after graduation. Career fields include
engineering, medical and health care fields, aviation,
and surface officers.
NewF.ngUnd-Coulacos^renna-Toledo,OH.We
market over 400 mutual funds along with life, health,
disability insurance, and employee benefits, including 401K plans. Weare looking for students who arc
people oriented and possess strong communication
skills and who may have majors in Business, Marketing, Education, Finance, and Liberal Arts. Career
Opportunities: We are a Financial Service Organization uu« IUB been kcaled in Toledo since 1925. We
market insurance and investment products to individuals, families, and companies.
New York Life Insurance Co.-Toledo, OH. New
York Life Insurance Company has been a leader in
the industry for over 150 years, but never more than
today. We have moved readily into the insurance and
financial products area, and have expanded our prod
uct m i x and our markets served including Retirement
Planning, Estate Planning, Charitable Tax Planning
and many others. Career Opportunities: New York
Life is currently interviewing candidates for insur- ||
ance and financial services sales opportunities. A
career as a New York Life agent offers the right
individual: a comprehensive 3 year training program, management opportunity for qualified candidates, exceptional compensation/benefits plan, the
opportunity to be in business for yourself.
NFO Research Incorporated - Toledo, OR Con-

sumer market research firm. Career Opportunities:
Marketing Project Directors. Telephone Interviewers, Data Processing Directors, Questionnaire Designers.
•Nine WestGroupIric.-Sta«iford,CT.Nine West
Retail is the nations leading retailer of women's
footwear and accessories. Our retail division has
several concept stores which includes Nine West, 9 &
Co.. Enzo, Nine West Outlet, and Easy Spirit shoes.
just to name a few. Career Opportunities: Management Training Program, Full-time Sales. Part-time
Sales.
•Northweit™ Mutual Life - Toledo, OH. Northwestern Mutual is a leading life insurance and financial service organization recognized as the # I company
in its field by Fortune Magazine. It is a Fortune SO
company with offices in all fifty stales. Our sales
force has been named four times as "the sales force of
all sales forces" by Sales & Marketing Management.
Career Opportunities: Full time positions: Marketing, sales of financial services and products to businesses, professionals, families & individuals.
Internships: same as above, but on a reduced scale in
coordination with school schedule.
•Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
-Cleveland, OH. Insurance and financial planning
sales. Sales and marketing management magazine,
"JOB'S '94" has rates us as being the best bet for all
sales and marketing majors. We are rated as the
industry's most admired company by "Fortune" magazine. NML is the 6th largest US. life company.
Career Opportunities: Life Insurance Sales Agent:
build your own business; provide financial security
for your clients (family and business.) Income is
based on energy and ambition. Thorough training
covering basic sales and communication skills and
techniques: business management and development:
productknowledge. Optional educational opportunities exist in: professional designations, investment
vehicles licensing and management opportunities.
O'Hart Marriott ■ Chicago, 11..
Ohio Bureau of Employment Services - Toledo,
OH. Ohio Job Net, automated skills-based job matching system assists applicants in finding jobs statewide

and nationwide. Thisisa Tree service. Career Opportunities: We list all types of job openings for Ohio
employers.
Ohio Casualty Group of lasaranee CompaniesHamilton. OH. Insurance Company. CareerOpportunities: Programmer.
Ohio Department of Youth Services - Liberty
Center, OR Maumee Youth Center is a juvenile
correctional institution operating under the Ohio
Department of Youth Services. Career Opportunities: Criminal Justice, Correction Officer (Juvenile),
Educators, Social Work, Recreation, Medical, Psychology Majors. Food Service. Business/Clerical positions'. Maintenance, Administrative positions.
Ohio EPA - Columbus, OH. Ohio EPA is a public
service regulatory organization with a primary mission of protecting human health and the environment
through responsible regulation. Career Opportunities: Position title - Environmental Specialist 2.
However, various Environmental Programs within
the agency often require specific backgrounds - engineering, chemistry, environmental health, environmental science, geology, microbiology and
environmental policy.
•OhioNatiunal Life Insurance - Toledo, Oil. Insurance base financial services to small business.
Career Opportunites: Full-time Agents and Internships available.
Ohio Rehabilitation Services Commission - Columbus, OH. The mission of ORSC is to work in
partnership with people with disabilities to assist
them to achieve full community participation through
employment and independent living opportunities.
Career Opportunities: Vocational Rehabilitation
Counselors provide counseling and independent living services to Ohioans with disabilities. Disability
Claims Adjustors will decide claims for Social Security Administration.
Ohio Slate Highway Patrol-Mansfield, OH. The
Ohio State Highway Patrol is a state wide law enforcement agency charged with the responsibility of
enforcing traffic and criminal laws on public roadways and on state owned or leased property within
Ohio. Cawrt^porruni/ierCareerasaState Trooper.

A very comfortable salary as well as a vast number of
other law enforcement related fields with OSHP.
Tuition reimbursement for furthering education, etc.
Stale trooper enforce traffic laws, investigate motor
vehicle crashes and conduct criminal investigations
on state owned or leased'property.
Ohio Slate University Extension - Columbus, OH
Extension is a national information educational cooperative that involves three layers of government.
The federal partner is the United Stales Department
of Agriculture. Extension services each stale through
a state college, and the county is the local authority
with a committee to advise and/or administrate Extension programs and projects. This organization is
the world's largest institution of non-formal education. The mission of Extension is "to help people
improve their lives through an educational process
using scientific knowledge focused on identified
issues and needs." The Extension experts work with
the latest research, technology, and scientific knowledge. Career Opportunities: Extension agent positions available in Agriculture and Natural Resources,
Community Development. Family and Consumer
Sciences, and 4-11 Youth Development
Okie Discount Corp. - Detroit, ML OLDE Discount Corporation is a member of every major US.
slock exchange full service discount brokerage firm.
OLDE has over 200 offices and more than 1.000
registered representatives who service an ever-expanding customerbase. Career Opportunities: Stockbroker Trainee. Trader Trainee
Oregon Police Department - Oregon, OH. Suburban police department with 43 sworn personnel and
20 civilian employees. Career Opportunities: Entry
level is uniform Patrol Officer with possibilities of
promotion through competitive exam to Sergeant,
Lieutenant, Detective
Parker Hannifin Corporation - Cleveland, OH
Fortune 200 World Leader in motion-control componenls and systems. Career Opportunities: Management Accounting Trainee Development Program.
•Peace Corps - Detroit, Ml. The IS .Peace Corps
sends volunteers to over 90 developing countries
around the world to work in the areas of health,
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education, math and the sciences, forestry, agriculture, business, engineering & skilled trades.Career
Opportunities: The Peace Corps looks tor people
with backgrounds in education, the sciences, health.
agriculture, business, skilled trades, to work in those
fields in developing countries around the world.
Th ree months training in the customs, language of the
people and the job volunteers arc trained to do will
prepare the volunteer for work in those areas,
•Plastipak Package Incorporated - Jackson Ctr.,
OH Career Opportunities: Electrical Engineer, Mechanical Engineer.
Prince Corporation - Holland, Ml.
Procter It Gamble Co. - Cincinnati, OH. Headquartered in Cincinnati. Ohio, markets a broad range
of well-known consumer brands include. Tide. Crest,
Duncan limes, Pampers, Cover Girl Make-Up and
Hawaiian Punch. With operations across the US. and
worldwide. P&G is committed to being the premier
consumer goods Company in the world. Career Opportunities: Management Systems (MS) has openings for Analysts in a wide range of information
technology assignments. Analysts in the MS organization provide consulting and operating services to
all divisions of the Company. MS Analysts work
directly with P&G's business units to improve business results by designing need-specific information
systems, providing decision support tools and using
analytical problem solving techniques.
•Prudential Financial Services - North Olnuted,
OH. Insurance and Financial Services.
•K.K. Donnelley & Sons. K.R. Donnelly is the
largest commercial printer in the world: manufacturing books, magazines, catalogs, and other products
that keep us on the edge of technology. Career
Opportunities: Co-ops/lntems for winter semester,
summer of '96. Accounting, Organizational Development, Industrial Engineering, Production Control,
Electrical Engineering. Customer Service, Visual
Communications Tech.
Radio Shack - Toledo, OH. We arc the largest
retailer »l consumer electronics with. iver6500 stores
nationwide and are expanding. We offer a comprehensive training program. Promotion from within
and an outstanding benefit and incentive package for
the right sales motivated, goal-oriented individual.
Career Opportunities: Store manager in training individuals knkingforalraining program upon graduation in retail sales management. Full-time/part-time
sales - for those individuals who wish to work while
completing their course requirements upon completion, can move into management training program.
Kich's-I.MzariiN-(ioklsmith'slH'partrnenl,StoresAtlanta,GA.Premierrelail department store opera!
ing 75 store locations in the Midwest and Southeast.
Annual sales volume of 2.2 billion dollars. Adivision
of Federated Department Stores. Career Opportunities: Sales Manager Training Program for store-line
management. This program combines classroom
training and on-the-job learning. A sales manager
operates a department with an approximate volume
of 2 million dollars and 12-15 sales associates.
Riverside Hospital - Toledo, OH Riverside Hospital is a 270 bed acute care facility located in Northwest Ohio. Career Opportunities: Occupational
Therapy, Physical Therapy and Nursing, Student
positions also available.
'Sakkio Japan Sakkio Japan operates in over 20
slates and is a 65 restaurants chain in Japanese fast
food. Career Opportunilies.MmagtiTrainee
Sandusky Co. DepL of Human Services - Fremont, OH Career Opportunities: Social Workers,
Investigators, Social Service Workers. Employment
Counselors.
Seaway Food Town Incorporated - Maumee, OH.
Full service supermarket and discount drug store
operation. Presently operate 68 stores in Ohio and
Southern Michigan. Career Opportunities: Store
Management, IS Associates, Merchandising, Human

Resources.
Seymour & Associates - Maumee, OH. A complete
financial services organization offering a complete
line of insurance and investment services and products. Career Opportunities: Financial Services Representative helping people to accumulate, conserve
and distribute wealth thrthe marketing of Mass Mutual and other appropriate products.
Shaman Lacal School* ■ I ima, OH. Career Opportunities: 7-12 English. 7-12 Science, K-8 Elementary.
Shcrwin-WniMH Co ■ GarfleM Hgts., OH.
Sherwin-WitliaiK is in the business of manufacturing, selling, and distribution of coatings and related
products. Career Opportunities: Management
Trainee-Sales. Sherwin-Williams is seeking highly
motivated individuals who have an interest in pursuing a career io management, marketing and sales.
Our format management training program, which
includes training at our divisional headquarters, prepares successful graduate* far store management and
field sales representative positions at locations
throughout the nation. It is important to note that
although we operate company -owned stores, 70% of
oar overall business is artuawy generated oa a wholesale basis. We prefer candidates with a business
degree (marketing, management, etc.) or related degree and those who have had some employment
experience while attending college. You must also
have a williognest to relocate for advancement.
Spriat CcMaiar • Manatee, OH. Career
<)pportunities:Cu%lomct Service Representatives,
Service Technicians, Engineers. Sales, Analysts.
Spriat/tmttadTtiaahini ■ M—iflrlrl,OR Sprint/
UnitedTele phone -North Central ope rites within the
alwayschanginr. environment of kical telecommunications. Weareineproviiierof voice, data and video
services across Indiana and Ohio to large corpora
lions, small businesses and residential customers

Our strong corporate family also enables us to provide long distance and cellular services to our customers. Because of our expansive working
environment, employment opportunities with Sprint/
United Telephone are very diverse. Career Opportunities: Various rotational positions looking for
individuals majoring in Management, Marketing.
Organizational Development, Accounting, Purchasing and Economics.
•Starr CorarrtonweallaSclwoh^ Van Wert, OH.
Starr Commonwealth Schools is a h campus, multistate and muifi-4imensional organization. Its programs continue to expand and mature as it provides
residential services to youth with multi-troubled
backgrounds and behaviors, including truancy, ungovernable behavior, probation violations, drug violations and sexual relationship issues. Career
Opportunities: Unlimited potential for advancement
in mudi faceted organization, serving children and
families in Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. Over 25
programs, ranging from preventative interventions,
community based services, outdoor education, sexoffender treatment, out-patient clinics, treatment
foster care, residential treatment and more. Over
590 employees at six sites in Ohio and Michigan.
•Stoat Farm I nnara act Company Newark, OH.
State Farm iaaaraace Company - Bloomingtan,
U.. National multi-line insurance company. Career
Opportunities: Accounting and Data Processing Programmer/Analyst.
Taca Brfl Carp. - Tray ML A subsidiary of Pepsi
Co Inc.. is the largest quick-service Mexican restaurant chain in the world, with more than S008 locations in 50 stales and a growing international market.
CareerOpporumus: General Managers and Assitant
Managers.
♦Tharalaaoa Enterprises, Inc. ■ Fargo, ND. Hotel
developer and management company. Career Opportunities: Hotel Management.

Toledo Public Schools - Toledo, OH. Large city
school system with 32,000 students and 2400 teachers.
System still small enough for educators to know one
another. Carrrr Opportunilies:Teachtt, Substitute
Teachers.
US. Marine Corps. - Ann Arfcar, Ml. Career Opportunities: Pilots. Ground Officers. Lawyers.
•United Industrits/SPF.CTRUM - St. Loan, MO.
SPECTRUM, a division of United Industries Corporation, and one of the fastest growing consumer products companies in the US. with leading brands in insect
and weed control, insect repellents and lawn and
garden fertilizers, has career starter opportunities in
field sales. This growth has brought us to rhe'pomt of
approaching 250 sales representatives - more than any
competitor in a relevant market niche. Our name
brands include Spectricide, Hot Shot, Kid A Bug.
Cutter and Peters. These are some of the fastest
growing brands in their category! Any student graduating at the end of this term who is outgoing, confident,
and has a take charge attitude will be a prime candidate
for a salescareer with our rapidly expanding company
Career Opportunities: Territory Sales Trainee.
United Parcel Service -Maumee, OH. Transportation Package Delivery Career Opportunities: Pantime Loader and Umoaders.
Wallace Clinirilpr Service* - Independence. OH
Wallace is one of the nation's largest manufacturers
and distributors of information management products,
services and solutions. Wallace is headquartered in
Chicago. Illinois with manufacturing distribution and
sales facilities throughout the US. Career Opportunities: Sales Representative - an industrial sales position
where by working an assigned territory, the rep will
build business relationships by developing solutions
to meet their customers information management
needs.
Watt Disney World CoMege Program - Lake
i Vista, FL. Disney World, ia its long standing

tradition of making people happy created the College
Program in order to provide students with the opportunity to see how the "magic" is created. TheCollege
Program is a living/learning work experience that
will give students the opportunity to find out exactly
how Disney World operates Careerr Opportunities:
Several internships are available far students who
have advanced within their major. However, it is
recommended that students complete the initial College Program.
Wendy's tntemarlnnal - Dairitn, OtLWency's International is a 4+ billion dollar quick service restaurant chain. Career Opportunities: Management
Trainee- Assistant Management Team in all aspects
of running a million dollar unit.
WenxyslrnanunmanLlnc.- SouthfleM, Ml.
Wendy's is known for its quality food and excellent
service, with over 4,000 restaurants worldwide. Career Opportunities: General Managers, Co-Managers, Assistant Managers.
WestfleM Companies - WestfleM Center, OH.
Multi-line insurance company. Career Opportunities: Marketing Manager (not sales) acts as a direct
haisoa between the agent and the company. Claims
Representative: investigates and settles property, casualty, bodily injary and workers comp claims. Underwriter: reviews applications for insurance
coverages, decides who/what to insure (risk selection), the types and extent of insurance the company
will provide.
WNWO-TV • Ttteaa, OH. Televisinn Station. Career Opportunities: News Staff. Production/Direc
tors.
WWWM IMJ FM - Oregon. OH. Radio Broadcasting. Career Opportunities: Interns, Part-time
Remote Engineers, Part-time Board Operators.
Note: * denotes employers who are scheduling interviews for Wednesday. Ocother 11.1995.

Interested in a career with a company?
That is the largest privately held plastics manufacturer in the United States.
That was the first rigid container molding company in the United States to be
registered with ISO 9000.
That has won the Dupont award two years in a row.
That is the supplier to Fortune 500 companies.
Has ten locations throughout the U.S.
See Ron Kohkr at EXPO 1995 Career Fair

Plastipak
Packaging, Inc.
P.O. Box T 18015 St. RT. 65

Jackson Center, OH 45334

(513) 59*4142

What Do They Mean By Networking?
Networking is not the merger of two or more
major communication conglomerates. Networking
is not annoying your friends and family to the point
that they stop inviting you to family gatherings.
Networking is not collecting the business cards of
everyone who has a job. Networking is more than
calling your relatives and waiting for them to call
you back with job offers. Networking an exceptionally effective way to develope and nurture relationships with people who are willing to assist you
with your job search.
It is no surprise that people know other
people, not just in their home town but all over the
country and sometimes the world. People know
others within their own industry and in other industries and companies with which their industry does
business. There are various types of networks that
you en develop and expand.
•
Famity and friends - These people are u
excellent resource lo identify other people in your
intended field of employment. They act as a link
or point of common association.
•
Classmates and alumni - You are not the
first person from BGSU ta graduate in your major
and look for employment. Classmates aad Alumni
of BGSU can offer tried and letted advice on the
job search. Tbey may offer helpful tips and contacts. The Falcon Career Connection located in the
Career Resource Library in 300 Saddlemirc Student Services is a data base of alumni who are willing to share information about their occupation,
industry, and geographical location with BGSU
students. This is a worthwhile resource.
•
Professional Colleagues and Faculty *nes individuals often come in coratet with others
in your field and know about job openings and the
job morn* trends.
•
Managers and .Sup>ervrsois (feu* past and
present) - They may nt be able to paint you la a
position opening la thou" organization tut often ut
able to make execnent referrals lo coOeatuet in the
field.
Be open minded about forming a network list.
You will be surprised at how someone you never
thought af as a friend will go above and beyond the
call of duty tar yaa to help yoa with your job
search..

How to mate contact?
Makiai the initial contact CM be in the farm of an
informational letter or telephone conversation. Hit
important lo first establish
same rapport, connect! ventss and mutual interest
with ike parson yon are contacting. This cap be
done by recalling the last memorable mmting or
cormnumcation you had or by rrtcrrt toning waieone
yoa bath know with whom you have spake* to
recenrrf. Next, exftain why you ate writing or caHing: "His spnrig 1 will be graduating torn BGSU
and I am interested in learning more tbeut the publishing industry. Or, Ms Johnson, my aame is Sue
Green and we have a annual friend, Barbara Mar
Bft. she suggested that I call you, so before 1 go any
further I must pass on Sally's regards."
What to talk about?
Ask for advise and guidance about your job
search plan. Who arc the major companies in the
industry. Discuss the profession, the industry, the
arr^ of opportunities and other possible contacts
Conduct yourself in a professional manner as if
this is your future ernployer This will reflect well
on you and your contact will think that ame spent
on helping you is worthwhile. Any referrals your
eoaract makes reflects on both you and the caotact.

Inform your contact of your career interests are:
the types of positions you arc seeking, your career
goals, and relocation guidlines. Do not rely on a
contact with a particular company to get you into
that company. This will help your contact provide
worthwhile information to you. Remember you are
not asking or looking for a job offer from your
contact. Be appreciative of all advice. When
people see that their advice is appreciated they will
continue to offer more and take more interest in
you as well.

What's Next?
At the conclusion of your visit or conversation
make sure that the contact knows how to get in
touch with you. Always follow-up with a written
thank you in appreciation for the time and information your contact shared. Include a copy of your
resume if you think it is appropriate. Networking
is more than one call or letter to each person on
your list. A follow-up call in a couple of months is
approprate. You may want to aprise your contacts
of the progress that you have made, who you have
met with, what obstacles you have encountered.
Be sure lo infant all your contacts when you accept a position. Networking is a life long process
that can make your future job searches and transitions easier. If you cultivate a good network base
you may also be able to find a mentor in you career
field.

Mams,
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IN MANY COMPANIES
IT TAKES YEARS TO PROVE YOU'RE
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL...
WE'LL GIVE You

10 WEEKS.

Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove
you're capable of being a leader. But if you're
tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot
of hard work could make you an Officer of Marines.
And Officer Candidates School (OSC) is where
you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it
takes to lead a life full of excitement, fuM of
challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say they've
got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten
weeks to prove it.

Marines

The few, ThePrtmd, The Marines
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Publishers.

ulticuttura.

areer
nstitute
Applications are now available in the Career Services office for the 1996 Multicultural
Career Institute. Students 6am aK academic
majors are invited to apply. Participants roust
be full-time students, in good standing, who
have completed 25 credit hours and who are a
raernber of an u nder-represented group.
MCI is designed to help students from *vote backgrounds develop the requisite skills
for successful transition and adjustment to the
workplace. Every year about fifty undergraaViale students are selected H attend a two
day career conference, aimed at Staring
their entproyabHity skills. Kenan Sttabaka
Peoples commented on last year's
confenemce, "It gave us t peek at what to be
eaepared for when looking f* ematoyaierrl in
the real world."
The workshop topics include: eraplayer
expectations, organizational dynasties, business etiquette, affective communication stills,
and the importance of career related experience. At MCI, student interact with employers
from different organi zations.
Employers are encouraged to become involved as speakers at the conference and as
spoasors.
For further information about MCI contact
Marian Adomakoh at the Career Services Office at BGSU
(419)372-2356

ruut4l9)372-aW7

Starr Commonwealth
Serving children tf families since 1913

Van Wert Campus - Since 1951
.Residential Treatment
■ Emergency Respite Care
. Planned RespiteCare
. Sex-Offender Program
15145 Lincoln Highway (Old Route 30)
Van Wert, Ohio 45891

How to Research a Company

Forest City Auto Parts
Forest City Auto Parts is a leading automotive after
market retailer, selling over 10 million auto parts for
both domestic and foreign cars. Established in 1927,
Forest City Auto Parts has grown to 65 stores in five
states employing over 1000 associates. Our specialty
is having any part, any time, at a superior value with
excellent customer service. The company attributes
much of its success to its commitment to the company
mission: "A caring company developing successful
people."
If you have an entrepreneurial spirit, are enthusiastic,
and are a self-starter with a high energy level, come
join us! We offer a comprehensive benefits package,
paid training, and profit sharing, In addition, we provide you an opportunity for personal and career
growth with no limit to your income or advancement
with our company.
Send resumes for Store Managers and Manager Trainees
to:
Executive Offices
Signature Square - Suite 350
25201 Chagrin Boulevard
Beachwood, OH 44122

Most people
in our business
want you to get
life insurance.

Crucial lo a successful job-search is knowing
how to research industries, companies and organizations that you hope to work for in the future.
Learning about a prospeclive employer is basic to
creating an appropriate resume, and cover letter. It
is fundamental to a successful interview and is central lo establishing a mutually successful and enduring work relationship.
Company research is often an overlooked step
in the job search. As a first-time job seeker with
college graduation jusl around the comer, you need
lo find out enough about a first employer to ensure
that you make the right choice for now as well as
for the next few years. The adage that any job will
do just for gaining experience does not hold Hue in
a highly competitive world. As you pursue your
goals and dreams, a wrong decision about a first
employer may set you back or gel you completely
off track. If you are graduating with a new degree
after having been in the world of work previously,
you will need to refresh your knowledge about a
particular industry and know where to apply your
new skills and education. Spending a few hours on
research to find out about a prospective employer
can have long-term benefits in your personal job
satisfaction.
In addition, employers view researching their
company as a factor in the evaluation process of
each applicant. Knowing the copmpany well illustrates (hat an applicant is genuinely interested in
the company and is self-molivaled. In the interview the employer will be able to give you more
detailed information about the position, especially
if you can demonstrate that you already know
some common information about the company.
What types of information should you research? Basic information about the company:

location, size, history, and what services or products it produces. The location includes the home
office site, branch offices, divisions, subsidiaries or
international offices and operations. If you are
thinking about relocating find out about cost of
living, cultural activities, weather, and travel connections. Size of company can be based on the
number of employees, locations or sales. What are
the assets and earnings of the company? It is helpful lo know who are the competitors within the
industry. What has been the growth pattern and
reputation of the company? The history can provide interesting information about the company
founding, significant events that may have shaped
or reshaped the company goals. Remember that
age is not necessarily a positive or negative factor.
Answers to these questions help you gain a better
understanding of the position that you are applying
for within the company.

Words of Wisdom Before You Begin
•
Begin your search at the Center for Career Resources room 300 Saddlemire Student Services Building. You will save time by surveying
the available published material first. They will
provide background information and direct you to
other resources.
•
No single library has everything. Visit
public libraries as well as other campus libraries.
•
Explain the purpose of your search to the
librarian and ask for suggestions.
•
Set priorities before you start. Rank the
factors about a prospective employer that are most
important to you. In addition, invest your research
time wisely.
•
Always take thorough notes. There is
nothing more embarrassing than getting these de-
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While the "Big 3" are playing king of the hill, were building a giant. LCI
International is the nation's fastest-growing long- distance carrier and Is
positioned to become the leader In the telecommunications Industry. Our solid
financial structure. Innovative use of technology and results-driven leadership have laid the foundation for this success.
Due to our phenomenal growth, these opportunities exist for motivated
achievers:

(We want you to get a life.)
Conic and learn how a career with
us can be more than just a job.

Account Executives
You will sell a full array of services to major businesses and government
customers. Professional integrity and a sharp focus on the customer are
essential. We're seeking candidates who enjoy the challenges of our fast-paced
environment.
These positions offer unlimited earning potential based on performance and
ample growth opportunities with a company that's on the way to becoming a
phone giant.
Stop by our booth at the Career Fair, or direct your resume In confidence to:
LCI International. Attn: Human Resources-IU. 4650 Lakehurat Court,
DubUn. OS 49017. EOE M/F/D/V

Scott Soiple, College Unit Diroctoi
The Clevelond Agent y
1801 E.isl Ninth Street, Suit< 30i
Clove .ii d. 01 i 44111 • 14
.41 S840

LCI International.
ran

Hie Quirt ( umptiny"

\^_y Wccldwid* TatooninTmiTiVKrtkma
The Voice Thpt's Heard Around 7T>e World
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tails incorrect in an interview setting. It is also a
good idea to write down where you found the information so you can refer to it later.
•
Devise a form or outline if you intend to
research several companies.
•
Do not overlook electronic information.
•
Published information may be dated.
Always make note of when the information was
published. Information on very recent developments can be difficult to locate unless you are willing and have the time to browse through recent
issues of newspapers and business periodicals. Be
sure to check how often electronic information is
updated.
•
Read the Introduction or the "User's
Guide" section of the resource book to find out
how the author obtained the information. Never
regard any printed source as infallible. No matter
how qualified, all authors and publishers make
occasional errors and omissions.
•
Everything about a company is not written down or published. Personal contacts may be
able to provide answers or opinions about the organizational culture or climate.
•
Begin early. You cannot start your research an hour before the interview and expect to
learn all the important information that you will
need to improve your chances of getting the job.
Same: Cmwlher. K. (1993). Reiearchmf your way In a
smid inh: km* In find and me infnrmalion on imliulrin.

ampamtijtfa anil caretn. John Wiley i Son. Inc.

(

Graduate Schools
at EXPO
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIV., MANDEL
SCHOOL - Cleveland, OH. Our program which is
an MSW program, is accredited by the Council on
Social Work Education and consistently ranks among
the top ten social work programs in the country.
Cleveland State University - Cleveland, OR Recruiting for graduate masters programs in business
and other areas.
Kent State University - Kent, OH The Graduate
School of Management offers degrees of Master of
Business Administration (M.B.A.), Master of Arts
(M.A.). in economics. Master of Science (M.S.) in
Accounting and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in
Business Administration.
Miami University - Oxford, OH. Graduate Programs - MBA (full-lime and part-time). M. ACC.
M.A. in Economics.
Thunderbird American Graduate School - Glendale, AZ Master of International Management
University of Akron - Akron, OH. AACSB accredited business programs offering MBA with concentrations in Accounting, Finance. International
Business, Marketing and Management. Master of
Science in Management with concentrations in Materials, Quality, Information Systems and Human
Resource Management. Master of Taxation.
University of Dayton - Dayton, OH. The MBA
Program is fully accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB).
Classes are offered in Dayton and Columbus. Also
interested in meeting with any students interested in
pursuing a joint JD/MBA program.
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY - Dayton, OH.
Graduate Business Education.

LIKE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY?
FAST-PACED ENVIRONMENTS?
THE SATISFACTION OF A REWARDING CAREER?

Then don't nriss

EXP01995!
On October 10 and 11, Infotel Inc., a top
computer manufacturing and distributing compan
will be accepting resumes for positions in our Salej,
Technical Support, Customer Service, Accounting, m • !
Programming, Repairs, Human Resources,
HAdvertising and Purchasing Departments,
(October 11 well be interviewing for programmers,)

■

Don't miss out on this exciting opportunity!

•*>_

Set you there!

The May Department Stores, Great Lake Data Center
The largest Department Store Retailer in the country, which has
achieved 20 consecutive years of record sales and earnings per
share, an accomplishment matched by few companies in any
industry.
We have Programming
Opportunities Available.

Programming Postitions will be available in
January and July.

May's continued success is heavily
dependent on having the Best
Talent in Retailing. We offer one of
the most challenging and
rewarding careers in Data
Processing for individuals who are
bright, motivated and energetic.
We seek associates who are self
starters, creative thinkers, good
team players, and strong leaders.

We will be on campus on Tuesday, Ocotober 10 for
EXPO 1995.
We will also be on campus Wednesday,
November 1,1995 for an Informational Session.
Scheduled interviews will be held on Thursday, October 12,1995.
Please see Career Services for job
descriptions and to schedule and interview.
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Exciting
Careers in
Management,
Marketing
and Sales
We are seeking highly motivated individuals who have an interest in pursuing a career in management,
marketing and sales. Our formal management training program, which includes training at our divisional
headquarters prepares successful graduates for store management and field sales representative
positions at locations thoughout the nation. It is important to note that although we operate company-owned
stores, 70% of our overall business is actually generated on a wholesale basis.
We prefer candidates with a business degree (marketing, management, etc.) or related degree and those who
have had some employment experience while attending college.
You must have a willingness to relocated for advancement.
Sherwin Williams will recuit at Career Services in the Fall and Spring.
Watch the Campus Recruiting Calender for details.
Please visit our booth at EXPO 1995.

